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Gob Squad. Neverending Live Cinema
Claudio Musso

On their website, just after the

welcome messages, it says: “Gob

Squad make performances, videos,

installations and weird happenings,

mixing performance, theater, film and

real life”. Apart from the huge variety

of artistic practices mentioned, the

focus rests immediately on the

“weird”. The term, difficult to translate

alludes to different meanings such as

“strange”, “eccentric” or “curious”.

Indeed, after having had the

opportunity to take part in a work of

the Anglo-German group, it becomes

much easier to understand the reason

for that adjective.

The project, born in 1994, divided

between Nottingham and Berlin,

makes video performance based on

the relationship between individuals

and the concept of collective event. In

their work the line between reality

and fiction is constantly undermined.

What is part of the show and what it

remains outside is not so easy to

establish. There is, indeed, very clearly

the feeling of disorientation space-

time obtained by the superimposition

of different dimensions: the performer

dimension, the audience who sees the

action on record, the audience

unaware that in turn becomes part of

the action and so on.

With simple aids such as video

cameras and rudimentary costumes

the Gob Squad are able to create

forms and narrative structures of the

most sophisticated Studios and at the

same time, triggering a short circuit

acts to deconstruct any kind of plot or

story. It is also not underestimate the

enormous importance that is given to

the chance, the probability that the

work itself is changed and the second

unpredictable digressions. The influx

of reality in practice is not only

performative poetic intention, but

rather an expression of a desire for

life, a lively presence to assume

charge of the real success of works

such as immersive 

Super Night Shot

.
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“Each of us is just one in a million,

easy to replace and easy to forget in a

city that doesn’t really need us. But

don’t worry. We’re going to change all

that. We’ve got a plan. This city will

need us and this film will be our

witness”. These are the premises with

which the group introduced SNS
-Super Night Shot without alienating

experience of reality and fiction,

strategy and chance, of “real” actors

and unwitting extras.

The crowd outside the theater waiting

for the arrival of the festive performer

tired and satisfied for having fulfilled

the mission. Once inside the secret is

soon out: in the four screens that

make up the scene is projected a film

made with cameras on their

shoulders. Strictly no cuts, absolutely

uninterrupted flow images (almost)

perfectly synchronized composing live

action film with a typical Hollywood

happy ending. As movies go on to

become familiar environments and it

is not uncommon suddenly made

within the work.

That’s the work from which our

reflection start, we have been able to

“see” it at the last Festival

Santarcangelo and that has fueled the

desire to learn more. So we’ve put

some questions to Simon Will, one of

the founders of the group.

Claudio Musso:Performance, Video

Art, live cinema, happening: it’s long

list of categories that could be

ascribed to the Gob Squad’s actions.

How would you define the

relationship between these artistic

practices in your work?

Simon Will: When we make a piece of

work, its not really helpful to think in

categories of form. Rather we try to

make a vessel which best contains all

the things we might want to get from

a project. We might bein a project

with the desire for example to make

something completely sensual, that

attempts to confound the language

that you would ordinarily use to recall

or critique a piece of theatre for

example.

Works like Say It Like You Mean It and
King Kong Club for example would sit

best under the practice of

“happenings”, but at the very

beginning of making something, we

do not sit down and say…”this one is a

happening”or, rather, “imagine it like

this…”.  In an expanded field of

defenition, anything can happen. I

think our work swims between all
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these defnitions and others too.

However these forms that you list are

important, and can be helpful in

setting an expectation for an event.

The expectations of a happening are

different from a piece of video art for

example.

Claudio Musso: According with the

main theories about the performing

arts, they are defined as time-based

practices. In your works, you have to

deal with different time categories:

real time, performative action time,

time of the viewers’s perception and

all of them are constantly in contact

with each other. How they relate to

each other? Is the opposition between

synchrony and asynchrony an element

that you seek?

Simon Will:I think that the element of

video that is so frequently used in our

work, confuses the “time based”

defenition in a really great way. Super
Night Shot for example is a four

screen film that is made in real time,

without cuts or edits, its a very

“performative” aproach towards video

in a way. And yet what the audience

watches is a recorded event, recorded

exactly one hour before the show

itself. Video time, real-time – these

concepts interchange with each

other. We use sychrony and

asynchrony alot in the structuring of

our work. It helps to shape a piece,

and allows for random elements to be

framed. It also creates a great

confusion between what is intended

and planned and what is pure

coincidence and real.

Claudio Musso:  In your actions there

is a particular attention to the chance

process which creates an ambiguity

between synchrony and

improvisation. George Brecht, the

Fluxus artist, in one of his texs speaks

of “strict randomness”. Do you feel in

line with this definition?

Simon Will: Yes, its often a mistake to

think that improvisation and anarchy

are just open to an “anything goes”

methods of practice. The

implementation of rules and rhythm

allow “reality” (which is, lets face it, a

very slippery and transitory thing) to

somehow speak out. There are many

ways to do this, but for us the framing

of chance elements with rules and

synchronicity is a method we have

evolved within our collective practice.

Perhaps there is a connection

between collective work, which is
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often ensemble and “strict

ranomness”.

How we work collectively is a whole

universe in itself. We just produced a

book about exactly this process. The

structure of Gob Squad is completely

non-heirachical: there are times when

individuals take the lead on a process

or a task, but work always feeds back

into to a collective decision making

process.

Claudio Musso: During the last

SantArcangelo Festival I attended

your Super Night Shot. I refer to it as a

circular event, based on a continued

involvement of the public attention

even when it is not thought to be the

focus of the work. Could provide a

description of the work from your

point of view?

Simon Will: I like that 
Super Night

Shot
 is four points of view all running

at the same time! Its a very nerve

racking and exciting piece of work to

do. Its an old work, made in 2003. It

was really a process of discovery

making it, at times we said: “its like a

dance piece…but with cameras”. We

were startled by many of its

contradictions at how even though its

a recorded event, it has a very strong

feeling of liveness to it, at how it

employs all the tricks of Hollywood

and pulls them all apart but also sticke

them all together again. So that it is

possible to cry when the “lovers” kiss

in the end. My point of view will go on

till I die. Imagine if this interview did

too…

Claudio Musso:I noticed that your

primary tools are: digital cameras,

watches, some costumes and a great

ability to persuade. What is the role of

the tecnical instrumentations? I mean:

are the tools in a secondary position

or are they fundamental part of the

work? Why? And how important is

rather to ensure the accession of the

unwitting actors?

Simon Will: It’s an interesting

question, because I guess its a

chicken and egg situation (which

came first?). The technical stuff really

shapes what we do because it can

often be one of the foundations of the

work (but there are many foundations

to a work).  When we started to make

Super Night Shot, one of the ideas

that we had was purely a technical

concept: four people with cameras on

their heads, you see the world from
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THEIR perspective.

On one of the first days we simply

took the cameras and went out

altogether with them. We soon

realized that the images, when played

back altogether made you feel really

sick! Like watching four shaky camera

films all at the same time. So we then

located ourselves into the pictures

and added tripods.

In the end though, the technical

apparatus always goes into second

place. We don’t want to just say…hey,

look what you can do with four

cameras.  The people on the street

become performers, yes…lets think of

it like this!

http://www.gobsquad.com

http://www.faq.gobsquad.com

http://www.santarcangelofestival.co

m
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Order Number Two. Majakovskij And The
Culture Of Machine

Pasquale Napolitano

All things yell: “give us new forms!”

Vladimir Vladimirovič Majakovskij’s

works (1893-1930) contain traces of a

new aesthetics. In some specific

verses of his poems one can

individuate the roots of a renewed

conception of art and its relation with

technique, serial production and

reproducibility procedures. These

matters have been immediately faced

by the rising European and East-

European design culture, expressed

by heterogeneous experiences

ranging from visual art, architecture,

graphics, industry, in constant search

of a balance between arts and trades,

that played a key role in design.

One can assert that Bauhaus, just as

many other contemporary and

subsequent schools of “applied arts”,

owes its success to the lucid and

programmatic extremism of the

people’s poet. By mentioning

Giovanni Anceschi (Anceschi 2002

p.53) for all that concerns the German

school’s conceptual innovation, others

too proposed a removal of formative

prejudices, along with a new

conception of design and planning.

Vasilij Kandinsky and Paul Klee were

some of them. The first worked on the

formulation of the conception of

point, line and surface, while the latter

with its Writings on Form and Design
Theory is even more important, using

the Italian term “Forma” for the

translation of the category of

Gestaltung, configuration: “an act of

shaping, disposition, composition,

assembling and modelling”,

completely different from an act of

“representation and draw”.

What immediately seems clear of the

German school constructive-lexical

nemesis is the creation of an

aesthetics seen in terms of bricolage,

an idea of a constructible creativity

whose theatre is the work table rather

than the painter’s palette. Such

creativity is composed by semi-

worked elements which come directly
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from mass production, an aspect

these schools were very interested in.

 At the same time, in the Soviet Union

this aesthetic revolution happens for

art is no more seen as an independent

and “pure” fact, and the bourgeois

idea of “art works”, that were all the

big and small monuments testifying

the cultural hegemony of a particular

class (comp. Maldonado 2003),

disappears. “We don’t need –

Majakovskij states – a dead temple of

art, where inert works lie, but the

living factory of human spirit”

(Majakovskij, Locomotive, fly like an
arrow, 1926). Let’s take for example

another important verse, taken from
Order n. 2, to the army of arts, 1921:

“painters, skulking in ateliers and, as

of old, imposing Draconian laws on

flowers and bulking bodies“: what

comes out is a radical critic to art seen

as ornament or “aestheticization of

techniques” (comp. Costa 2005), thus

creating a controversy that recalls

Adolf Loos’ thoughts for what it

concerns Europe and Bauhaus’s for

Middle Europe.

At the beginning of XIX century the

first objects industrially produced

through design and studied ad hoc for

mass-production were born. The

central role of object to the detriment

of design seems immediately a

conquest: it started from the intrinsic

logic of object and went up to its

function or shape. The latter was

therefore the result of a creativity in

so far as it respected reality, filled

with technique and cultural values:

the aesthetic emotion inspired by art

legitimately continues on the

industrial product (comp. Costa 2005).

To this purpose, Argan affirms that

“the division of arts into categories is

based on technique differences, and

not on vision differences” (comp.

Argan 1957). So the object value lies in

the design and it is not shaken down

by its serial reproducibility, but

instead it makes it one of its essential

condition for existence, with all that

derives on the social level.

In 1851 the London Great Exhibition
firstly took all the industrial products

of all countries. In this way the almost

endless list of objects of use joined

the history of our culture, bringing

about a formal process – design – that

throughout a century and a half gave

birth to a new discipline with know-

how and knowledge of its own,

becoming a full-fledged profession in
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everyday life. The ethic principle of

taking beauty inside every home have

to face production and market’s

needs from the very beginning.

 The pioneer of this thought was Adolf

Loos, who openly and heavily

criticized Art Nouveau’s design,

stating that in objects and

architectures beauty had to refuse

ornaments, considered typical of

primitive societies by that time.

Techniques functionalism then had

the upper hand on the shape of

things, just as an homage to

modernity: “Down with art, up

technique” was the Russian

producers’ motto, showing clear how

technique had become the most

important cultural value.

Technique development is considered

by Majakovskij as the motor of

modern societies. In the 1923 poetry
Chatting with Eiffel Tower, 

the poet,

charmed by its perfect steel structure

and magnificent electric illumination,

speaks to the Tower, making modern

technique (the monument is its

symbol) and urban imaginary (he

summons sidewalks, bridges and

subways) elements of the poetic

activity as well. By preceding Adorno

himself (Adorno 1979), Majakovskij

thinks art is not different from

technique, for all of its aesthetic

expression is inevitably due to a

purpose.

In 1918 Decree to the army of Art, the

poet writes: “The streets are our

brushes, the squares our palettes”.

Majakovskij and Aleksandr Michajlovič

Rodčenko created advertising for the

state warehouse in constructivist

style, just like Popova, El Lissitskij and

Stefanova did. Their verbal-visual

forms are dynamic, synthetic,

simplified and marked by a mix of

noble and popular, classic (drawings)

or more serial (photos) styles.

Architecture too follows these

guidelines, as it happens in 1925 Paris

Expo or 1929 Stuttgard Expo of

cinema and photos by El Lissitskij.

These works show clearly the

interpenetration between internal and

external space, that afterwards will

become constructivism’s strong point

(comp. Ambrogio 1976). Up to that

moment every exposition pavilion was

a simple palace built in “national” or

“folkloristic” style, but in Paris the

USSR pavilion defied the rules,

becoming one of the clearest

examples of modern architecture.
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I, genius or not, who have forsaken
trifles and work in Rosta..

In the aforementioned Army of Arts,
Majakovskij states: “In the end the

genius seen as pillar of artistic activity

was a mere superstition. No more a

constitutive element of design, no

more a sign of Parnassian excellence,

but rather a completely unimportant

aspect”.

 In my opinion, Majakovskij’s

conceptual innovation in relation to

the current design culture lies in this

very attitude. In bringing a new figure

of cultural operator, ideologically and

programmatically destined to an

aware and structured vanguard, truly

capable of caring about the

expressive tools typical of mass life

forms and consumption. That is why

the poet never refuses to have strong

or defiant opinions, just like the ones

concerning the relation between art

and technique in constructivism that

led him to an irreversible theoretical

diarchy.

If Malevich has indeed been the

partisan of pure art rights, and has

always defended the conception of

art seen as spiritual activity

(Kandinsky, Pevsner and Gabo will

embrace this idea too), in return both

Vladimir Evgrafovič Tatlin (comp.

Popper 1960) and Majakovskij declare

the death of paint to the advantage of

applied art, and struggle for turning

artists into qualified technicians, able

to use modern tools and materials.

Actually the concept and the search

of what is real will become

fundamental in the works by

constructivists and laboratory art

followers.

To this purpose Tatlin and Majakovskij

will consider the work as an object,

and will use the so-called method of

“material culture”, which states

technics does not lie in the final

object, but in its project. Oswald

Spengler (Spengler, 1992) conceived

technics the same way when he

defined it “tactics of living”, that “is

not to be understood in terms of the

implement”, since “what matters is

not how one fashion things, but what

one does with them”, and so it “owes

its existence to thought about this

process”.

And yet Futurism was the first

movement to ever exploit the

innovative power of the industrial
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system and its technical objects. The

importance of design development of

that Italian movement so ideologically

close to Majakovskij’s was due to the

attempt of individuating serial objects’

secret structures and working values,

rather than the recognition of its

centrality: “in Futurism art reveals a

trend toward the evocation of the

image of dynamism” (Popper, 1960

p.53).

The  Futurist  teaching  entered  the

design  logic  of  XX  century  more

deeply  than  we  think,  s ince  i t

understood  that  industry  was  an

epochal  paradigm  with  important

a e s t h e t i c  i n v o l v e m e n t s .  A l l

controversies  on  the  fact  that

machines  could  be  aesthetically

beautiful were to be forgotten, but at

the  same  time  it  meant  a  deep

continuity:  the  question  would  be

then  the  definition  of  the  forms  of

industrial beauty.

 Who is superior: the poet or the

technician that brings men wealth?

Majakovskij writes in 1918 worker
poet, drawing the conclusion they are

the same, since in the aesthetic idea

the two figure coincide: the poet is

(also) technician the same way as the

artist does (too), according to that

connective responsibility, which is the

real distinctive aspect of the all-

embracing term of design, generator

of different universes and languages.

Comrades, give us a new form of art,
an art that will pull the republic out of
the mud.
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The Rules Of Improvisation. Ruth Barberan And
The Catalan Scenario

Barbara Sansone

Maybe not everybody knows that

Barcelona and Catalonia in general,

more than everywhere else in Europe,

is hosting a rich panorama of

improvisers, forced to play a

secondary role and work in very little

amounts of time. Among them we

chose to interview Ruth Barberàn, for

she is a clear example of musician

with a academic education passed to

research, and she is involved in the

organization of little events and

concerts contributing to enrich

scenarios and ideas of local sound and

music experimentation. We chose her

because she is a woman, but it is

better not to say it loud for she does

not like discrimination, no matter if

even good one, although she admits

the need of filling a still existing gap.

Her works combine her trumpet with

electronic sounds and the

amplification through microphones in

contact with “natural” materials such

as wood, metal, paper. Since 1999,

year that marked her beginnings with

IBA of Barcelona collective group of

improvisation (we will talk about that

later in the interview), she’s been

deeply attracted by live elements of

musical improvisation and at the

moment she collaborates with some

of the most interesting names of

Catalonia and Spain experimental

underground scene: I treni inerti duo

(with Alfredo Costa Monteiro); the trio

with Ferran Fages and again Alfredo

Costa Monteiro; musicians by the likes

of Dorothee Schmitx, Guillermo Torres

and Margarita García.

Her skill and passion started a large

amount of collaborations,

participations, human and

professional relationships with clubs,

friends and musicians, and made her a

strong point in the whole scene of the

often ignored improvisation art for

many years.

The time was right for us to get an

exhaustive panorama of all locals,

events, formations and professional
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relationships that thanks to her and

through her inspire the (Catalan

scenario. The following interview is

therefore based on that.

Barbara Sansone:Hi Ruth. Just to get

it started, let’s decide how to define

this kind of music. The “electronic”

and “experimental” definitions make

most of people think to a completely

different genre than yours. In other

words, by using these adjectives

people imagine the kind of music

performed at Sònar.

Ruth Barberán: Yes, in fact I like to

define it “free improvisation”. When I

am talking with someone who does

not know what kind of music we play,

I use the term “experimental”, which is

now a more common definition

indeed. When I talk about

“improvisation” they think about jazz,

that has nothing to do with what we

do. But “improvisation” is an

ambiguous definition too. There are

different kinds of improvisation, so

the best thing we can do is listen to

the music if we want to have an idea

of what we are talking about

Barbara Sansone: What path did you

choose and how have you got to play

this kind of music?

Ruth Barberán: First of all, interviews

were just the ones to made me think

about it, I must say. All the questions

the interviewers asked me made me

reflect and brought me to the

conclusion that if I play this music is

thanks to Béla Bartòk. I studied piano

at the academy of music with my

three years older sister. Since she

studied my same music three years

before, it always seemed familiar to

me. I rather played music by ear than

reading it, and as a result my teacher

closed my book and put it between

the keyboard and my eyes so that I

could not see the keys.

Then the time came I had to play

Bartòk. I did not know then if I was

wrong or I was playing the right way:

it seemed very strange to me and so I

thought I had to read his works. I was

so surprised that he left my with an

unexpected pleasure and now in all

the music I like (and I like many kinds

of it) the surprise effect is extremely

important. It amuses me so much.

Few years ago I realized that in pop

music I like more melancholic songs

than happy ones. The happy ones do

not amuse me. That’s why I wondered

what was the music that amused me
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and I realized it was the one I did.

Thanks to the surprise effect I have

fun playing it and listening to it as

well. My music seems very serious,

and so we are when we play it. But

you should see us during the

rehearsal: we laugh a lot. And

sometimes we think it is a shame we

don’t act like that in public, perhaps

because we would possibly lose

concentration. Anyway, when I am

among the public and I listen to

improvisation music, as far as it may

seem intellectual and pretentious, it

can bring me to laugh of joy and fun.

I never associated music to sight,

olfaction or tact. There are many

people who prefer it accompanied by

dance or videos, seeing a relation

between image and music. It never

happened to me: music suggests

internal spaces to me, not internal

ones, and I put them into relation with

feelings. Music helps me think. When I

need to get in touch with my sadness,

music is useful indeed.

Barbara Sansone:  But you worked

with videos as well…

Ruth Barberán: One of the things we

worked on with IBA collective came

from an idea by a friend of Alfredo

Costa Monteiro. Lionel Stora, a French

who was then living in Barcelona,

proposed the organization of

Minùscul, a very interesting and

particular festival, for the public it was

directed to was composed by only

two people. Every concert lasted only

5 or 10 minutes (actually the musician

could play for even half an hour, but

for the listeners that was the time)

and one listened to it in cybercafés

with headphones.

The event took place in a public, and

the musician stood there, with his

table full of objects, while people, by

twos, listened with headphones very

close to him. The purpose was on one

hand to make people see what the

artist did, and on the other to prevent

everybody who didn’t wear any

headphones from understanding what

it was happening on a sound level.

One year I played in it with amplified

instruments and the year later Lionel

proposed me to work with music and

video. But, like I said, I told him in I

didn’t like to mix music and image. He

wanted image to interfere with music

and vice versa, by using pre-arranged

pictures, but I declined the offer. I told
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him I might be interested in working

with videos though.

This festival was also made in Madrid

and its third edition in Barcelona had

to do with food. There were scores on

acid, spicy and sweet basis, with even

cooks present (Alfredo, for instance is

very good at it). While the artists

played, the public, once again

composed by two people (maybe

three, I am not sure of it), was tasting

the food the scores suggested.

Unfortunately the festival didn’t

continue: Lionel went to live

elsewhere and the idea was lost. What

a shame.

Barbara Sansone: So, you were

studying at the academy if music…

Ruth Barberán: Yes I was, but then I

came to live in Galicia, where I quit

studying piano because I didn’t have

one. A trumpeter gave me a trumpet

he was not using, along with some

lessons. That’s how I began playing

my current instrument. I enjoyed it

very much, for although I had always

liked to listen to it, I had never

seriously tried to play it . Then I left it

(maybe because I was afraid to

engage in it, for it is a very difficult

instrument indeed) and came back to

piano. Instead, when I returned from

Galicia and I found I didn’t have one

once again, I ended up playing

trumpet.

Yet how did I come to improvisation?

When I lived in Galicia, Pedro Lopez,

my drums teacher coming from

Madrid, andWade Matthews (two

musicians who at the beginning took

part in Musicalibre, improvisation

group from Madrid) began to talk me

about all that, making my interest rise.

When I came back to Barcelona, I

started wandering around to have a

look on the scenario, and I realized it

was very bad. One day Pedro came to

play with me and I told him how

terrible the situation in Barcelona was.

In response, he suggested me to

followLEM di Gràcia, which was then

at its beginnings. Suddenly, during a

weekend LEM appeared: in a single

night three concerts half an hour long

were performed, each in a different

bar, one after one. And people could

decide how many shows to attend to.

Apart from this, LEM appeared and

disappeared, was there and then it

was not there anymore. But I liked

that format very much.
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Pedro also talked to me about Agustí

Fernandez, a musician I had known

many years before when I worked as

secretary at Taller de Músics. One day

I met him at Heliogàbaland I asked

him how I could keep myself informed

about his concerts (e-mails, Facebook

and other social networks didn’t

existed yet). He asked me to give him

my telephone number because that

was a way to involve some people, for

there were so many few interested in

it.

And so my answering machine began

to receive messages informing about

his concerts, while my mail had news

of some IBA group concerts at Jazz Sí.

IBA was born a year before, but

unfortunately they performed on

Monday in a schedule time that

prevented me from going there for I

worked late in a school outside

Barcelona. I was very angry I received

the news and could not be there. But

in September I changed job and I

succeeded in being free on Monday

night.

Barbara Sansone: Who were then the

members of IBA?

Ruth Barberán: IBA was found in April

1998 by Agustì Fernandez, Joan Saura

and Javier “Liba” Villavecchia. Soon

after that dancer Andrés Corchero

joined the group. From

September/October of the same

yearFezrran Fagesand I were always

present. A couple of months later

Agustì invited us to join them. The

concerts were then performed at Jazz

Sì, Taller de Mùsics’s jazz club, which

offered a grand piano and a mailing

for Agustì. Corchero made a triptych

of the program (every Monday there

was an improvisation concert), and

Taller de Mùsics paid for the

photocopies and the invitations to all

of its contacts. The shows lasted

about two years and it could not

actually last more because apart us

there were was nobody else who

played.

Barbara Sansone: Did not any

foreigner guests come and play with

you?

Ruth Barberán: Yes they did, but it

rarely happened because we could

not afford their payment. Then, just

like nowadays, it is common to rely on

“pring-tours” (from pringado, “uncool”

in Spanish): you are paid for a concert

somewhere and you integrate it with

other ones for which you get food and
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hospitality in return. During the third

year of activity we kept on playing in

Jazz Sì only the first Monday on the

month. Other artists joined the group

and Agustì was a little less present for

he was working on other projects as

well (such as Fundació Miró and

Metrònom nights) and then he

became Auditorium director of

contemporary music festival. He

began to have some conflicts of

interest with IBA and was forced to

leave it.

In the third year IBA lost Saura and

Corchero as well. Even people who

had just arrived began to leave as

soon as they realized the original core

was melting. Matt Davis went to

London and in the end only Ferran,

Alfredo and I remained. That was

when we decided to leave Jazz Sì:

none of us played piano very well,

everyone of us had e-mails and so we

didn’t need its support any longer. We

thought about quitting playing in

public, which it didn’t mean to do the

same in private. IBA, despite all, was

very active, although it didn’t produce

a real programme. Just like today, the

programme began to be scarce: we

never knew when the musician would

come because they wrote and ask to

play with us only when they passed

nearby.

The rehearsals took place in the

homes of some of us, but soon we felt

the need for a more larger space.

Alfredo suggestedCan Felipaand so

we did. Its directress allowed us to

use that wonderful place each

Saturday from 10 p.m. to 3 a.m., when

the centre was closed and only the

guard remained. We stayed alone, in

silence and peace, and given the

dimension of our new space, we

began to do other things once again,

such as open to the public concerts

and IBA Convoca (an open to

everybody improvisation night

involving musicians and dancers).

We started to organize home concerts

again, which is what we do now.

DorotheeSchmitz offered her home

and we were glad of that. At the

beginnings we informed our contacts

by e-mail about who and when would

happen the performance, but we

didn’t tell where, for we felt it was

strange to write the home address of

some of us. We gave it only to the

ones that answered the e-mail,

although we noticed that the already

few people interested were reducing

because of this and so we chose to

reveal that information as well.
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Barbara Sansone: It seems to me the

home concert is a more and more

common format: evenMadriguera del

Conejo (who in July launched its new

activity with a concert byPaolo Angeli)

used it, and I have recently been to

Bellaterra for a concert by Limbomade

in the garden of a house. It appears

this format is in fashion in Berlin and

New York as well. In your opinion,

what did generate this need?

Ruth Barberán: The problem is to find

spaces that normally would not be

allowed, and also avoid shooting

oneself in the foot, a thing lots of

musicians ingenuously do. I am very

strict in this: I never play for free for

anybody taking money from what I

do. If I really am not to be paid, I

rather do it for a situation like this. The

fact is that musicians enjoy playing

and if they succeeded in doing it in

public it is far better. It is therefore a

good thing that initiatives like this one

take place: they fulfil the artists’ need

to play in public without getting paid,

but at least they don’t produce any

profit for others. If these formats are

successful, everybody who wants to

play will begin to prefer them to other

situations and everyone who wants to

exploit musicians will find no-one

available to accept his conditions and

will be forced to share his profit with

artists.

Barbara Sansone: So the current IBA

programme is improvised too? Does

not it follow a set schedule?

Ruth Barberán:  Yes, it is. Since the

time we stopped performing at Jazz

Sì every Monday, we organize events

when someone comes to us. At the

beginning we had to play, but the

affair was coming to an end. Now

what we do is to organize a private

session when musicians write to us

and propose to play together, but if

we perform every time a guest

comes, the thing would be repetitive.

Barbara Sansone: What is IBA now?

Ruth Barberán: Me. And Sisu

Coromina, my partner. He is not part

of the group, but he helps me a lot.

One thing I realized later is that Ferran

and Alfredo wanted to ask for funds,

while I preferred the group to remain

into a more independent state. When

we three were all at IBA, a very

strange and utopian thing happened:

the group was not democratic and

unanimous. Sometimes, when one of

us had an opinion and the remaining
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two had another, things were not

decided by the majority: instead we

kept on arguing and very often we

ended up doing what the minority

said.

If we had based our decision on

voting, we would not keep on

discussing and we would never ended

up finding the thought of one single

person reasonable. That is what

happened in the case of funds, and I

represented the minority. It was

fundamental that everyone agreed on

that and I was absolutely contrary to

it: I didn’t bear the idea of all the

necessary papers for the purpose. It is

a pleasure for me to work for IBA for

free, because I like everything I do but

two things: festivals and purchasing

plane tickets on the Internet.

Barbara Sansone:  What festival did

IBA organized?

Ruth Barberán: One of those was

entitled Improvisa, and was launched

by Agustì Fernandez and Andrés

Corchero. This show actually survived

because of dance, since the director

made clear he did not care about

music at all. Anyway, the directress of

Can Felipa attended to the fourth

edition, and she liked the show so

much that she looked for funds in

order to create one of her own in her

space. The budget was very low, so

that the festival was named Mìnim.

When I presented this year’s estimate

they told I had to reduce it, but it was

not possible, for it was already

minimum: one solo and another solo

the first night, one solo and a duo the

second one.

Ferran (although they are not part of

the group anymore, I kept in good

relationships with everybody, asking

for advice and playing with them

sometimes) suggested me to seize

the moment, given the circumstances.

When I was about to answer the e-

mail, then, I remembered that to the

first edition of Mìnim, for we did not

know whether the show would

continue, we associated the title Two

nights of improvised music (the

following editions were named II

Mìnim, III Mìnim, and so on).

So the idea to define the current

edition came to my mind. I thought

about a night of improvised music,

and I called it Com a mìnim (at the
very least) and so the show has been

done, November 5. Martin Küchen,

Tomás Gris, David Lacey and Paul
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Vogel performed.  Some days later,

taking advantage of the Erik

Carlsson‘s presence (he is in a quartet

with Küchen, Lacey and Vogel), we

made another concert at Ferran’s

home.

Barbara Sansone: In how many groups

are you now playing?

Ruth Barberán: I play solo, in I treni

inerti duo with Alfredo Costa

Monteiro and in the trio with Ferran

Fages and Alfredo. This group was

once named with our surnames, but

now it is called Atolòn, like our first

album. We launched the new name

during the concert you attended to in

May, at Caja Madrid, where they

invited us to play in a short film

festival about the domestic field. Our

members changed their roles many

times. At the beginning Ferran played

electronic music, I played trumpet

and Alfredo played accordion.

Then Ferran began to play the record

player (as in a past duo with me that

ended quickly). For a short time the

trio became a quartet, when

Portuguese double bass

playerMargarida Garcia entered the

group. We made a couple of discs

with her, and we kept on playing even

when she came back to Portugal after

her residence at Metrònom ended:

once in a while we all made a

collection so that she could come

back to play with us. She now lives in

New York.

Barbara Sansone: And then there is

the Tarannà…

Ruth Barberán: Of course, my return

to the “normal” music I played before.

In the past a played in a reggae and a

soul group. Then, when I began with

improvisation I concentrated deeply

on it and I left all the formations I was

in, even if many friends told me I was

mistaking and I would have surely lost

technique with the trumpet. But I

could not publish an advertisement

saying I was searching for a normal

music group in order to preserve my

technique…And unfortunately it is

true: technique can be lost.

It was then that I knew Sisu Coromina,

who had already made a disc: the

record label liked that music very

much, but the group did not exist yet

and that was a perfect coincidence. In

fact actually he had the idea of adding

a trumpet and so that role was mine.

Now there are three Tarannà: the
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septet which has just changed

formation; the septet playing in José

Val Del Omar‘s movies and finally the

Tarannà with the addition of Catalan

cobla instruments and an intervention

in the direction by Agustì Fernandez.

The first night was performed in

September at El Jardi di Figueres

municipal theatre.

I also play in another group created by

our neighbours. Sisu and I live in

country and it happened that in the

house next to ours live a farmer who’s

been playing in a progressive rock

band for 10 years. He has always

thought about adding a sax and a

trumpet, so when we went to live

there he could not believe it! At first

we obviously declined his offer, but

then we listen to the rehearsals and

we liked their sound a lot. A week

later Sisu began to play with them,

and in the end I got involved too.

Barbara Sansone: But how can you do

all of this? Are your days 48 hours

long?

Ruth Barberán: We work the bare

essential trying to reduce our

expenses to the minimum and to have

as much time as possible for music.

Moreover, we do not own a television

and we exploit the whole year by

doing things we like, without the need

for holidays.

Barbara Sansone: What do you think

you lack to be happier? I mean, would

you want to dedicate all your time to

music?

Ruth Barberán: Well, there are always

things that should be made better: a

social changing would be necessary,

maybe even a revolution [she smiles].

For what it concerns music instead, a

wider culture by people would be

needed. I am not talking about

intellectual snobbery: I would be glad

to see people listening, respecting

and appreciating simple things, such

as staying in silence when someone is

playing, for instance. I often listen to

concerts and I regret when I see how

musicians are accustomed to play for

a public that makes noise. The public

itself should command silence, not

the musicians.

Barbara Sansone: What are the

occasions do you play more often?

Ruth Barberán: I rarely play in

Catalonia. Sometimes in Spain, during
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contemporary music festivals. This

music has a little circle and everybody

knows each others, even abroad. And

beyond musicians, there are also

critics and listeners who write reviews

and notices about concerts and

albums on the Internet, send the

information to their journals and this

way contribute in creating interest

around this kind of music.

Barbara Sansone:What do discs mean

for an improviser?

Ruth Barberán: In my honest opinion,

they serve two purposes. The first is

to take a photograph of the present

moment: music changes

continuously, so it is good to revisit

what was done is a particular

moment. The latter is to share your

music with others: every time we

know musicians, every time we play

with them and every time they come

playing with us, we always share our

discs.

Barbara Sansone: Do you follow any

score?

Ruth Barberán: No, but there is a hard

work behind all of that. A personal

work creating a language, whether

you like it or not. And usually you may

like and you may not. You do not like

it because the fact a language is

created can ruin the improvisation. As

far as I am concerned, I always liked

how to produce a specific sound, and

above all what to do with it. I often

watch musicians doing good things

but I do not like how, or vice versa. In

my opinion both aspects are

fundamental. Few time ago I realized I

always work with quite instable

elements that continuously forsake

me, but I think it is my fault. That is

my attempt of balancing that

language I want to create. When I am

about to create a language, the

elements themselves will always

trouble me, but that is what I am

interested in.

Barbara Sansone:If somebody in 50 or

100 years wants to play Ruth

Barberàn’s music, what will he do?

Ruth Barberán: Master classes of

improvisation already exist and they

are so scary! Many years before, at the

beginnings of IBA, chatting with Joan

Saura we ended up talking about jazz

schools and he thought that with

improvised music the same would

happened. And he was right. I know

musicians who organize concerts and
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master classes, and the thing is going

to spread around because unlike for

concerts, there are money for master

classes. I do not mean to criticize this

trend, but it seems to me that such

situation resemble very much jazz’s.

Barbara Sansone: Sure, but probably

in this case it appears more the

description of a process (what

improvised music actually seems to

be), rather than a result. For instance,

your music is not written anywhere:

will it disappear with you?

Ruth Barberán: One time I wrote it

[she smiles]. Our last album,

Emispheri, is a double disc because

we registered in studio and we made

a tournée with a concert too. And

although we had to make selections

we liked everything of that. I ended

up trying to write it and I had a lot of

fun: this music can be written!

Provided that you know the

musicians, of course. I know what

Ferran and Alfredo do and what I do,

even if when I listen to an album of

ours I hardly understand who does

what.

The arrangement was based on time,

on who and on what with a its own

development, when it was possible. I

decided to write it for I feared we

chose randomly by tiredness and

ended up selecting repetitive parts. I

do not know where that papers are

now, but I would like to find them.

When I worked in studio, to write

music was a relaxing moment, I liked

it very much. If necessary, I would

repeat the experience again and

again.

http://ibacolectiudimprovisacio.blogs

pot.com/

http://experimenttaranna.blogspot.c

om/

http://www.myspace.com/experime

nttaranna/

http://www.costamonteiro.net/

http://www.ferranfages.net/
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http://www.myspace.com/gurthprog ressive/
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To Feel Like Voices. Vocal Expression: Sound Of
The Subject

Simone Broglia

Voice is our means of communication.

Voices inform us about what it

happens in the flat next to ours, in the

streets or in the car. A weeping baby

explains a need, the low pitch of a

conference invites to listen carefully,

the cries of Diamanda Galas take

convey us all the pain she want to

express. Different worlds of

expression sharing the same common

idea: they are expression of the voice.

Not any voice, but a voice that is born

to be unique, for unique is also the

human being who emits it. Voice is

the expression of all that is true and

hidden inside the human being, it

reveals his humanity and singularity. It

is the expression of a resonating body,

of a vibrating sound cavity which

through such vibration shows itself

and its very existence.

To wonder about voice means to

open new paths to explain this

phenomenon, from its perception to

its emission, from its artistic

implications to its experimentations,

with the intention to give rise to some

questions and put them in relation

with each other. The links between

sound and voice, the difficulties in

recognizing a sound and the reflection

of sound in its producer are only some

of the problems we will focus on

There was no longer the faintest sign
of vitality in M. Valdemar; and
concluding him to be dead, we were
consigning him to the charge of the
nurses, when a strong vibratory
motion was observable in the tongue.
This continued for perhaps a minute.
At the expiration of this period, there
issued from the distended and
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motionless jaws a voice—such as it
would be madness in me to attempt
describing. There are, indeed, two or
three epithets which might be
considered as applicable to it in part; I
might say, for example, that the
sound was harsh, and broken and
hollow; but the hideous whole is
indescribable, for the simple reason
that no similar sounds have ever
jarred upon the ear of humanity.

There were two particulars,
nevertheless, which I thought then,
and still think, might fairly be stated
as characteristic of the intonation—as
well adapted to convey some idea of
its unearthly peculiarity. In the first
place, the voice seemed to reach our
ears—at least mine—from a vast
distance, or from some deep cavern
within the earth. In the second place,
it impressed me (I fear, indeed, that it
will be impossible to make myself
comprehended) as gelatinous or
glutinous matters impress the sense
of touch. I have spoken both of
“sound” and of “voice.” I mean to say
that the sound was one of distinct—of
even wonderfully, thrillingly distinct,
syllabification. M. Valdemar
spoke—obviously in reply to the
question I had propounded to him a
few minutes before. I had asked him,
it will be remembered, if he still slept.
Now he said: “Yes;—no;—I have been
sleeping—and now—now—I am dead.”

[1]

The extract makes for very few ways

to fantasize about its author: the

precision in describing each gruesome

detail of an anomalous death leads

straight to E. A. Poe. It does not mean

this writer particularly influence all the

questions around the “voice” topic,

but such extract contains an attention

towards vocal sounds and their

listening which cannot be ignored.

The attention used by Poe in the

description of an imperceptible sound

that comes from the ill’s bloated

tongue and is resonated within the

mouth’s cavity, reflected by the teeth,

makes its own way out and vibrates

like that search for sound and voice,

seen as expression of a living body.

Many artists open to experimentation

have always been stimulated by it.

It is not that important the Anglo-

American writer meant to illustrate

the surprising power of mesmerism.

His words leave the door open for

many questions linked to the sound-

voice relation: its propagation through

an indoor space, its chance of being

explained with features taken from

other senses, and its characteristics

which derives from the resonating

cavity.

In order to talk about voice it is

necessary that we first discuss about

a fundamental relation: the link that is

born on an acoustic and perceptive

level (even more than subjective and

emotional) among sound and space.
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An indissoluble connection, an

unmistakable sign of vitality, the mark

of a subject that express its being

through the power of making his body

resonate

To talk about voice it is therefore

important to maintain a certain

continuity with sound itself. Among

the elements of perceptive continuity,

maybe the first lies in the voice, seen

as its own characteristic of being a

sound. All of this implies its chance to

become objective, to stabilize its

permanence by making it immutable.

in other words, philosophically

speaking, there is an ontological

problem at the origin, concerning the

chance to perceive a sound

objectively. The essence of sound

itself makes it uneasy to perceive;

when perceiving a sound, the subject

never faces that very sound

determined in its presence.

In his essay 
Music body expression,

Carlo Serra clearly suggests us

another stimulus to restart from:
 the

experience of sound is not as

immediate as all that concerns vision.

The aspect of evidence, just lightly
touched, is not sufficient anymore, for
a web of logical structures rises all
around noise, making immediate
reference to a fundamental set of
notions, a flowering of possible
senses: by overcoming the
informative level, the listening of
sound started a dramatization of
space which led to the imaginative
valorisation of an environment. [2]

The step is obvious: unlike sight, that

receives steady images in their forms,

what hear receipts is evanescent,

fleeting and softened, just like it is

filtered. Sound in fact, Serra goes on,

needs an immediate intervention by

logical structures capable of making it

understandable. He gives importance

to everybody’s imaginative

background. The fugacity of sound

and its characteristics of stealing all

the room during its emission, material

component of the room included, is

the first aspect shared by voice. Voice

in fact implies the presence of a body,

or a sounding board that makes that

breath objective, just like any sound

needs a resonator to gain more tone

and force.

Let’s concentrate our attention on

tone then. A widely accepted

definition of tone is that the particular

quality of the sound we perceive, or

what allows the distinction of two

sounds with the same height and
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intensity, makes us distinguish two

music instruments playing the same

note. The same thing concerns a place

that receives sounds and makes them

resonate , as well as a body or any

cavity allowing air molecules to

vibrate at the same frequency of the

used matter (string, skin or reed).

Their resonance within a cavity or a

vacuum is what allows sound to be

this way, or “to exist in the absence of

other things”, or even to be perceived

through other things.

This feature is perhaps the most

important aspect and permits us to

describe sound through space

parameters, like a vocal sound getting

through a body. An isomorphic

relation among the object and its

sound exists, which consent to

individuate origin, provenience and

localization of that sound without any

further doubts for it takes the same

material and spatial features of the

body which transmitted it. [3]

Sound gets possession of the space

surrounding it, just like voice does

with the flesh and the cavity of the

body emitting it. To this purpose

Husserl, explaining the modern

parallelism among optics and

acoustics, tries to find a bridge

between sound and heat, pointing out

how the irradiating force of sound

takes touches the material features,

thus characterizing itself.

Hot and cold, as qualities equally
dividing bodies; irradiating qualities,
distant but non-visual qualities, the
resonating, the heat irradiating, that
come out from the body and
propagate in the empty space with
different forces. The sound the way it
lies on the body, coming out from it or
a part of that; the ear explores space
and catches the sounds present in
that place and so catches sound as it
is. In case of totally resonating bodies,
they do that in every part of them,
and from every part of them a sound
beam comes out. I bring my hand
near a body and it produces heat; I
bring my ear near the same body (or I
bring all of myself near that body) and
it produces sound…a noise. That is
what comes out from it. [4]

The sound source irradiates,

spreading its own noise into space

and leaving traces of its passage as

just like a red-hot iron. Sound

spatiality and isomorphism among

voice and body make questions rise if

we compare them to contemporary

experimentations about sound and
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voice. In the first instance there is the

possibility to intervene by

microphoning voice, in the second

there is the chance to localize,

assembly and change the vocal

message till its origin source is no

more recognizable.

An example of sound retrieving and

the relation about the parallelism

between the sound datum of voice

and the sound itself, and can be found

in the development of assembling and

use of electronics. The improvement

in the utilization of electronics in

music, even in its raw form, quickly

implies the sound of voice to be

fundamental. The reasons for this are

different and lie in voice’s simplicity

and linearity, in the fact that body is

an odd instrument with a will of its

own, yet in a different way compared

to sounds’ in general, just like the

newly born electronics

The similarity with sound is not

sufficient to explain voice though.

There is a further perceptive problem

of voice that must be brought to light

about the way we hear our voice

itself. Voice is neither objectivable nor

disconnectable from its own

producer, and a distance that

separates voice from its origin place

does not exist. The necessary amount

of time to completely reveal it as a

received sound-objected is always

missing. Since the time of its

emission, voice remain a closed flow

inside the cavity where it is produced.

The need to find a space in which

voice could become objective led to

various experiences, such as echo

voice and self-listening: echo removes

from voice the subject emitting it and

makes voice a sound, a sound object

to be heard.

Anyway, despite all of this

experiences, in the sound of voice lies

an immediate subjectivity: any vocal

expression, be it linguistically

pronounced or not, implies a subject

with specific bodily, expressive and

affective characteristics. Every time a

sound is born, it has expressive

characteristics that generate an union

between information and expression.

By discussing a little bit about it, or by

taking the starting point from XX

century artistic experimentation, it is

very interesting to see the use Laurie

Anderson made of voice. The

American artist is not considered a

vocal experimenter, even if she

succeeded in utilizing technology

better than others did, by illustrating
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the separation of voice from body. In

her famous first album, Big Science,

she used two simple devices, the

Vocoder and the Harmonizer. The first

is a vocal filter, and the latter a

frequency transpositor. They both

allowed her to make a global work on

voice’s language and tone which

makes the album seem like a wide set

of different subjects: women, men,

children and robots.

One of the most important problems

strictly linked to the idea of voice and

its being in a so intimate relation with

the subject is the chance of

separating and listening to one’s own

voice. In fact the necessary distance

for a listening relation never creates.

When I listen to a sound, as much as

fleeting or uneasy to hear it may be, it

keeps a distance from me that makes

it an object of my perception, and at

the same time it confers an objective

stability allowing more subjects to

hear it the same way I do. So we all

will agree on the fact the tone of a

low-pitched sound is grave or every

sound created by tubas are thick and

so on. In other words, our agreement

would be based on that sound

perception parameters which make

reference to the form it takes in the

tone

Nevertheless, for what it concerns the

voice it is not really like that: voice
begins inside the mouth. It comes
from an empty object, not by a filled
one. In a cavern, the sound resonates
from the cavern itself, and so does the
voice, whose origin comes from the
breath passing through a vacuity. [5]

As Piana affirms, the case of human

voice is not similar to a vibrating solid

body’s: the mouth where sound

creates is a vacuum. A vacuum

different from music instruments’,

because unlike them it only needs

breath and not some mechanical

actions. The distinction is then made

clear: the difference between

instrumental and vocal sound lies in

the living body involved. A body

capable of breathing, providing its

cavity, vacuums, like the case

described by Poe, and makes them

work as if they were resonance

devices.

Just like sound objects, body

becomes a sounding board with a

tone of its own, given by the shapes
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of its container that allows the sound

to propagate, thus turning the tide:

voice is the most important sound of

body’s matter. Body’s cavity is the

horizon where the sound-voice

relation takes place, although

differently from any other sound

cavity. Voice represents above all a

will of testifying an existence, of

revealing and explaining itself by

communicating with other people.

Voice focuses the attention on the

speaker, explains its affectivity and

expressivity, tells us something about

his intentions and mostly about his

body matter allowing vibration to turn

into communication.

Notes:

[1] – Poe, “La verità sul caso di Mister

Valdemar”, in id., 

Racconti del terrore

,

Arnoldo Mondadori, Milano 1985, pp.

295-306.

[2] – Serra, 

Musica corpo espressione

,

Quodlibet, Macerata 2008, p. 18.
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Barlumi di filosofia
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,
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Filosofia della musica
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Guerini e Associati, Milano 1996, p. 82.
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Memefest: Oliver Vodeb. Critical And Radical
Comunication

Bertram Niessen

In a world where communication is

more and more rapid and pervasive,

we constantly show a deficit of

interpretative tools that allow us to

really understand this complexity and

to interact with it. Many of the

institutions traditionally delegated to

the production of such tools have

gradually shown their inadequacy,

crystallizing in purely aesthetic logics

and marrying an idea of creativity as a

gesture included in itself, which is

born and consequently develops

independently of the rest in a sort of

“perfect” and “pure” emptiness.

This trend concerns different types of

players. Firstly, it involves the training

institutions. In many cases, these have

proved unable to adapt themselves to

the multi-paradigmatic elasticity

necessary to address the complexity

of communication and, at the same

time, are flat?/narrow minded? When

it comes to purely marketing logics.

This is true both for what concerns

the critical choices of the existing

market, and for the dynamics of

attraction for students (who are

increasingly seen as customers) in a

highly competitive market.

More involved into this logic are the

communication and advertising

festivals. Under great pressure from

the markets, these festivals often

become completely self-refencial:

sort of dog fairs in which creativity is

reduced to a tautology that must not

and cannot reflect on the

assumptions and implications of the

system in which it develops.
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We spoke about these themes, and

much more, with Oliver Vodeb,

director of Memefest – International

Festival of Radical Communication in

Ljubljana, which since 2002, deals

with issues of radical and critical

communication in a thoughtful way,

articulating its activities among

educational international networks.

Through a constant critical stress,

Memefest seeks to challenge the

business ideologies implicit in

communication.

Bertram Niessen: The Memefest story

is extremely structured??. Instead of

trying to consolidate your position by

becoming “classic” (as many other

festivals have done), you have

changed your strategies and forms

several times. Recently you have

chosen to build your own social

network in order to fight the digital

exploitation of labour in commercial

social networks. It’s a big challenge.

Can you explain your choices by going

more in depth?

Memefest was conceived as a tactical

educational and communication tool.

In the fields of communication, design

and arts, festivals play a highly

influential and important role. They

are basically mechanisms that create

frameworks of what is understood as

good or bad. They create a framework

of values and criteria of quality. Their

impact to practice is very strong. In

many cases it is even stronger than

the impact of universities. If we look

at the field of communication,

festivals are approaching practice

from the perspective of market

communication.

They tend to reproduce a specific

ideology, they reproduce the logic of

winners and losers, and they evaluate

and award works in a highly de-

contextualised manner. Usually on the

abstract concept of “good idea” and

formal and aesthetic solutions. What

we try to do with Memefest is to

create a framework of quality for what

we call ?good communication work?.

Our criteria is focused on the social,

cultural, political impact.

On context. On process. On

communication approaches that don’t

reproduce the logic of the market.We

believe that in that way we can help

the collective production of

knowledge that enables different

communication practice. But

Memefest is focused also on theory. It

connects practice with theory and it

approaches communication form a

critical interdisciplinary perspective.

We believe that collaboration creates

better results than competition and

we try to involve participants in to a

educational processes. This form- the

festival, was the main process we

used to achieve social impact. After

Facebook became so popular we

noticed that there are not many

alternatives around. Facebook is a
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commodified environment of digital

work. A marketing culture covered in

“freindly interactions”.

With our social network we want to

give people the chance to engage

with other people who are interested

in radical communication. All in a non

commercial environment. We think

this is important and to a certain

extent also radical. With this we have

extended the festival part to a

permanent community part. It will be

interesting to see what will happen.

Bertram Niessen:  Memefest seems to

be have a wide diffusion around the

world. You have had many

collaborations with many groups and

institutions worldwide. How do these

networks work? What are the values

and the ideas behind all these

networking activities?

Oliver Vodeb:The internal network

consists of people who are part of the

team and are organising Memefest

internationally and locally. We have

established local nodes in Brasil,

Colombia and Serbia. The next

dimensions of the network are

educators, curators and editors, who

work with Memefest and work with

their students on Memefest outlines

in Universities. Some universities do

this regularly. For example we have

collaborated with very different

educational environments such as the

University Caldas in Colombia,

American University of Sharjah,

University of Technology, Sydney,

Faculty for Social sciences in

Ljubljana. In this way we were able to

penetrate the official curriculum. And

then there are participants in the

educational festival process, of

course.

We are currently trying to build a

network with people who are

interested in radical communication.

Cultural intermediaries, mainly. For

this we have created a social

networking platform on our web site.

There are different values within the

network. Some are built around

activist culture, some around

academic and some around artistic

and some around professional culture.

But all have a common value which is

the need to create social change

through communication in the public

sphere.

Bertram Niessen: Memefest has a

high theoretical profile but, at the
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same time, its appeal is quite popular.

How do you manage to balance the

role of critical thought whilst

sustaining this relationship?

Oliver Vodeb: I think we manage to

connect very different spheres in a

productive manner. Academia,

activism, professional discourse and

the arts. Usually these fields operate

exclusively. But then again, all these

discourses tend to open up and

include each other if a productive

mechanism is given. I think we

connect them on a communicative

level, which then institutionalises

independently of other institution

within the Memefest process. We can

communicate with all these fields

independently but we can also

connect them and mix them without

losing the quality and integrity of the

discourse.

Participants and partner institutions

have recognised that opening up and

participating in this new discourse can

be very beneficial to them. Everyone

can learn from each other. The

popular appeal that you are referring

to is more a visual articulation of this

connection. A dialogic interface in the

form of communicative relations with

a visual vehicle which is process

based. So, we use socially responsive

communication to achieve this.

Bertram Niessen: Students,

sociologists, artists, communicators,

professionals. Who are you referring

to, exactly?

Oliver Vodeb: People who are in one

or another way connected with the

field of communication in the public

sphere. We want to work with people

from within the academic

environments as well as people

outside. Professionals, but of course

also activists. We try to connect and

confront these different cultures

without giving the commercial

discourse the chance to interfere.

Most of the participants are students

and artists. A strategy to exclude the

commercial sphere is a legitimate

one. But personally I am more and

more convinced that we need to work

with commercial professionals as well.

They do not have other forums and

the logic of advertising agencies and

commercial design studios hinders

them to create critical thought. Not to

speak about practice??
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Bertram Niessen: You have not

chosen to give a monetary grant but

instead you have invited the winners

of the friendly competition in

Ljubljana for a collaborative

workshop. Can you tell us something

more about that?

Oliver Vodeb: The workshop will be in

Nijmegen, the Netherlands. We are

working with several good partner

organisations on this event. Pina from

Koper, Pink Sweater from Nijmegen

and Loesje from Berlin. We are

planning to make a radical

communication event, part of which

will be the Memefest workshop. 20

chosen participants with outstanding

submissions will be invited to take

part. The workshop concept is not yet

conceived but I’d like to do a

workshop in which we would try to

provide some kind of visual map of

radical and socially responsive

communication. The difference

between marketing and socially

responsive communication is still

invisible for many people.

This has deep ideological reasons, of

course. There are huge numbers of

communication campaigns that are

supposed to work towards the social

good. But they do not. The majority

are created within the marketing

logic. So, how to visually articulate the

difference in social impact between

marketing and socially responsive

communication is something I am

currently very interested in. How to

articulate the difference in the

approach outside of the written

medium of theory? The workshop will

be mentored by Memefest curators

and myself. I think it’s going to be a

strong experience for all of us.

Bertram Niessen: What radical

criticisms do you think it can

contribute to contemporary

communication?

Oliver Vodeb: They are essential. We

need to rethink the very logic of

communication if we want to achieve

social change. Without radical

criticism and theory this is not

possible.

http://www.memefest.org/en/
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Tracing Infra-spaces: Complicated Beginnings
and Elliptical Ends

Eugenia Fratzeskou

Part 1

This article offers an investigation into

how drawing infra-spaces creatively

reveals the unknown types of digital

geometry that emerge from the

algorithmic “flows” of digital

visualisation systems, and our

perception of science, technology and

visualisation is redefined. This is the

first part of this two-part essay.

Algorithmic flows:

An algorithm is an automated

language of sequential instructions

through which a computer carries out

calculations. As Wright describes,

computer algorithms are fully

‘automated’ and thus devoid of any

meaning. [1] The creation of the

algorithm is part of the development

of mathematical formalism that has

been based on the probabilistic

relationships between predetermined

abstract sets that characterise the

transition to the 20th century

‘rationalism’, the abstract vision of

Modernism and the excessive trust

and over-confidence in digital

technology and visualisation.

In his discussion of what Lev

Manovich identifies as the ‘paradigm

shift’ from modernist reduction and

abstraction to complexity in art and

science, the following important

shortcomings of AI that characterises

this shift, is stressed: “… soon after,

Artificial Intelligence research that

tried to reduce human mind to

symbols and rules, also run out of

steam…”[2]
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Boolean set operations have enabled

the design and the practical

implementation of computer

algorithms. The development of

Boolean set operations has been

seminal for the codification of

reasoning into computer algorithms.

Boolean ‘logic’ has been asyllogistic as

it cannot be verifiable through logical

deduction and as its premises are

arbitrary. Bertrard Russell explains

that Boole has contributed to the

“recognition of asyllogistic inferences”

from which “modern symbolic logic…

has derived the motive to

progress”.[3]

Such a relationship is axiomatic, as it

does not need to be proved through

the logical deduction that concerns

real things. As Martin Davis describes,

that development results in the

‘artificial language of logic’ that is

practically implemented as a

computer algorithm [4].  Nevertheless,

despite the fact that Boolean Algebra

has enabled the creation of computer

algorithms and volume-based digital

modelling, the ‘ghost’ of Boolean

inconsistencies remains in the

algorithmic orders and its full expanse

has yet to be creatively explored.

A computer 3D modelling system has

a highly complex infrastructure that

consists of diverse computational

models i.e. binary, numerical and

graphical [Table 1].The generation of a

digital form is achieved through a

series of data conversions that occur

between those models with the aid of

transformation matrices. As a result,

an ever-growing number of

incompatibilities occur in such a

precariously increasing heterogeneity

of the computational infrastructure,

as higher-abstraction levels are

added.

As a tool of computer 3D modelling,

Boolean set operations were initially

supposed to replicate the Boolean set

operations of the binary infrastructure

of the computer. In 1974, the software

engineer I. C. Braid implemented

Boolean set operations as a tool for

computer 3D modelling. The main aim

was to develop a “volume-based

approach” for enabling the digital

design and manufacture of 21/2D and

3D mechanical components for the
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construction industry. For that reason,

Braid attempted to create “algorithms

which would perform the equivalent

of… Boolean set operations on

volumes”.[5]

It was soon proved however, that

Boolean set operations are a highly

inconsistent and unstable modelling

tool, due to the imprecise conversions

between the levels of the computer

infrastructure. [6] As Braid exaplins: “…

no easy correspondence between

Boolean operations on volumes and

Boolean operations on bits is to be

found”.[7]

That lack of correspondence became

worse when Braid attempted to

achieve exactitude in digital

visualisation. He attempted to solve

the problem of the impractical

visualisation of solids through a large

number of bits, and the subsequent

inconsistent transformation and

placement of those solids.[8] Braid

decided to implement the use of a

“transformation matrix“, for describing

a solid metrically.[9] Such a ‘matrix’

indicated the numeric description of

the shape of solids. That description

substituted the ‘bricks’ of Braid’s first

scheme, so that the size of the stored

information could be reduced.The

‘matrix’ described the hierarchical

combinations of solids, enabling thus,

the creation of computer 3D models

through constructive solid geometry.

[10] In that way, the boundaries of a

solid were visualised on the ‘drafting

system’, following the specification of

their geometrical elements in the

“numerical model”.

Nevertheless, instead of achieving the

elimination of the ‘side-effects’ such

as, inconsistency, complexity and

uncertainty, any attempt toimpose

the arithmetic order of the ‘matrix’ is

deemed to fail, as the ultimate degree

of exactitude in computation and

visualisation is unattainable even in

the latest types of digital visualisation

systems. Apart from the

philosophically flawed roots of

Boolean algebra and the inherent

complexity, contradiction and

imprecision of the binary level, the

whole computational infrastructure

tends to be highly abstract, irregular

and unstable, as it is inherently

probabilistic and a-causal.[11] The

numerous conversion errors in the

interchanges between the

computational models produce

paradoxical outcomes, as several

precarious interplays occur between
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complexity and abstraction. As

Hoffmann observes: “…the interplay of

symbolic and arithmetic computation

is a critical dimension in solid

modelling…”[12]

Indeed, in their separate reviews,

Requicha, Hoffmann and Shapiro

confirm that such errors derive from

the imprecise conversions between

the binary, numerical and graphical

levels of a computer 3D modelling

application. [13] Essentially, the

discord between the models of the

computational infrastructure arises, as

each of them conforms to very

different sets of laws e.g. Boolean

algebra axioms versus geometric

proofs.

As can be seen, computer 3D

modelling proves to be too abstract

and inconsistent for modelling and

visualising 3D volumes, let alone

describing the material relationships

that exist in the physical world.
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Necessity Or Taboo. How To Evaluate Art and
Science Projects

Silvia Casini

Scientists and communicators are

more and more persuaded that

divulgating science to the public and

involving outsiders into it is a duty

rather than a choice. In order to make

science is necessary to use a various

range of tools: from a pen and a sheet

where to draw sketches, write notes

and create mental maps, to the

utilization of the most advanced

technology. The sciences that more

evidently and more closely concern

the human body, such as genomics

and neurosciences, are searching for

more effective ways to communicate

and involve people.

Art entered the scientific field many

years before scientists and artists

became aware of it: the focus on the

perceptive and aesthetic-functional

aspects has always been a part of

scientific experimentation and

research, sensitive to representative

procedures utilizing images rather

that words. Many science museums

before, and science centres later, like

San Francisco Exploratorium, Dublin

Science Gallery and Paris Laboratoire

bet on the union between art, science

and technology. Design played a key

role in the modernization of science

museums, that were looking for a

more and more advanced, user-

friendly and absorbing interaction

with the public.

However, art stayed out of it. Art

museums remained completely

different from science museums and

science centres, most of all because

people went to the science museum

with the purpose of learning

something. In Italy a certain snobbery

towards the terms “didactic” and

“educational” reigned supreme. Now

it seems the situation has reversed

though: art, even contemporary one,

can be and must be not only

explained, but approached and

treated like an ordinary aspect of

everyday life. The educational

function of art is a taboo no more:

children get closer to art through a
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great number of didactic laboratories,

direct experiences, meeting with

artists, thematic paths. The magic

formula “hands on” that radically

changed the planning and the setting

up in science museums seems to go

well with art and design.

The collaborations between artists

and scientists are always very useful

occasions indeed, and keep on giving

good results. These people work side

by side in the attempt of visualizing

invisible-to-the-eye phenomena and

analyzing and using the properties of

matter. Thanks to art-science

projects, artists can reach

sophisticated instrumentations

otherwise forbidden outside the

laboratory, while scientists have the

chance to analyze the studied object

through new visualization procedures

that take advantage from the artist’s

intervention: when observed through

the use of different techniques, some

objects seem to become more visible

and reveal new properties.

Moreover, in this way the artists who

care for science and technology often

ask themselves about ethical, cultural

and social questions, while the

scientists rely on new communicative

ways to show the outcomes of their

researches and earn the public’s

assent.

Sometimes the collaboration is so

balanced that the final result cannot

be defined neither science nor art, but

rather an unexplainable mix.

According to some scholars (one of

the most famous is no doubt art

historian James Elkins) this union is

not possible, for it has to do with

science of art, not with an hybrid.

Science language and art language,

Elkins states, must be understood and

used in the right way. Only then they

could be approached – yet not

contaminated – in an effective way.

Despite this, the collaborations and

the experiments among science and

art continue.

The attempt of monitoring and

evaluating experiences among

science and art through quantitative

and qualitative technologies is neither

to be considered a taboo nor a

bureaucratic boredom. Evaluation is

not only an effective way to keep on

asking for funds in order to continue

the activity (especially when these

funds come from public subjects), but

it also allows artists and scientists to
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cast a new glance on the path they

took and on the result they got. In

other words, evaluation can be a sort

of maieutic procedure assuring a

better contact with the matter to be

created and so with the activity to be

done. As one can imagine, this is not

easy to perform, and an effective and

guaranteed method doesn’t exist yet

It is inevitable to discuss about

evaluation when one enters a science

museum of a science centre: in
countries of Anglo-Saxon language

and culture the attention for the

observer is key in every museum, no

matter if it is about science, art or

history. Both in the case old

questionnaires, focus groups, web

tracking and ethnographic

observations are used, it is

fundamental to discover what does

the observer want, what are his

reactions and what will he learn from

the museum experience. Evaluation is

very different from customer
satisfaction: to this purpose, in Italy

the most advanced study has been

carried out by the University of Trento

in 2002.

The researchers involved in that

project proposed an evaluation model

experimentation of the museum

experience that go beyond the

ordinary evaluation method based on

a simple headcount or a generic
customer satisfaction, by providing

tools capable of analyzing the visit

under a cognitive point of view as

well. [1]

By analyzing more closely new

generation science centres, like the

aforementioned Paris Laboratoire and

Dublin Science Gallery, it seems clear

the fact that art is seen as a further

way to involve the observer. When

science touches the threshold of

invisible (as in nanotechnologies), or

when the level of abstraction is higher

and higher or even when cognitive

thematic concerning the human brain

are studied, the artist enters the

science centres, not much as

producer of a more efficient design on

a functional and communicative level,

but rather as creator of a universe that

allows, due its condition of “other”,

the approach to determined scientific

concepts too.

Both scholars and science centres

professionals have neither fully

studied nor recognized this challenge,

that claims art introduces the ideas of
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contingency and temporality. People

always come back gladly to an art

museum to visit the same collections

again and again. In a science centre,

the same exhibit is good and works

only when it is used once, but then it

bores the spectators for the hidden

mechanism comes out revealing its

mystery.

One comes back to science centres

(unlike art museums) as an habitual

meeting place, maybe because there

is a nice bar or a relaxing atmosphere

inside it, but never to see the same

exhibition – which now only happens

in the most traditional science

museums. In other words, science

centres seem like they are trapped

inside an eternal present: being

incapable of capturing the historic

dimension of objects, ideas or

concepts, science centres risk to

become a blockbuster of more and

more fascinating exhibitions, yet

deprived of the possibilities the

traditional museums (interactive, even

if not upgraded to version 2.0) still

offer: the possibility of staring at

something, entering the world

created by that work and never

leaving it easily.

So, the introduction of art is due to its

ineffability rather than its

communication potential. In short, art

makes things more complicate, rather

than explaining them. By adapting the

analysis by art historian Barbarian

Maria Stafford (2008) to science

centres, what does make the visitors

observe, stand and stare and

especially return? Stafford points out

that one of the challenges faced by

exhibitions’ curators is to draw and

keep the visitors’ attention, by

influencing their cognitive behaviour.

To see does not only mean to

passively imprint on our retina an

outside image, indeed: to see is an

active and dynamic process through

which our brain filters and chooses

information by comparing it with the

already received one.

The art historian, taking advantage

from the latest studies in the

neuroscience field, affirms that only

10% of our brain is focused on the

outside world: since the brain is an

internally oriented autopoietic

system, the question is how to

individuate the remaining 90%. How

can exhibitions’ curators capture that

tiny part of our attention that is still

receptive to the external world?
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This matter is strictly linked to

evaluation.

Evaluation must be considered as an

integral part in curators and artists’

creative process, not a sort of index

for the museum’s functionaries. When

in the exposition space of a science
centre the union between art and

science is at stake, curators act as

mediators among artists, works (the

so-called 
exhibit

) and public.

Moreover, the curator himself can act

as evaluator, whether he intends to

take on the responsibility of how

evaluating, judging and measuring the

exhibit’s impact, by confronting it

with the starting objective made by

artists and purchasers. Evaluation

must therefore be constant, and not

only be limited to the starting or

ending moments of the visit, as in the

case of an analysis of a design or anexhibit o

r, even worse, a

questionnaire distributed at the end

of the visit

The more interesting methods about

the involvement of the visitor on a

cognitive level use instruments

deriving from ethnographic social

research: direct observations,

audiovisual recordings and possibly

semi-structured interviews that

approach the aforementioned

maieutic method. [2]

The direct observation of how visitors

behave and react before an exhibit

becomes more complex when art

comes into play and when maybe

there is no button to press but only

something to contemplate. When

questionnaires and standard focus
groups are not enough to evaluate the

art-science cognitive impact, other

alternative approaches using

multimodal analysis (Heath and vom

Lehn, 2008) come in handy. It is also

obvious that the problems come

when it is to be determined whether

the work is an art-science exhibit, an

art representing science exhibit, or

science using artistic and expositive-

communicative procedures exhibit.

Strictly narrative models are no longer

possible when art and science merge

into a common project. Art entering

the space of a scientific museum

brings the dimension of a subjective

time, not a chronological one. Let’s

think about science centres, for

instance: they focus on the present

(the visitors interact with hands-o-
-exhibit in current time and space) by
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offering an experience that ends

when the observers leave the place.

Art instead is more capable of

inspiring emotional feelings and

sensations that reactivate memory,

thus creating a sensorial-temporal

stratification. Just like museums,
science centres too have the chance

to become intimate places similar to

cinemas, where dreams and illusions

come true.

Art makes the simple “hand-on,
minds-on, hearts-on” formula more

complex, turning science centres into

places where the visitor walks around

and ask himself questions (the
flâneur). The non-verbal aspect of

images gains more importance: art

invites us to dream through tactile,

acoustic and olfactory images. The

purely scientific structures inside
science centres seldom concern the

nonverbal side of images, preferring

most of all actions, tasks and moves

to be done by following the

instructions.

That’s the reason why everybody who

cares about evaluation must first of all

understand what it happens when

facing an installation, be it a single

image or a set of objects, and how the

visitors interact with the installation

itself and the other people.

Quoting Heath and vom Lehn: “There

are relatively few studies that

examine the action and interaction

that arises at the exhibit face. There

are, of course, a growing number of

studies using surveys, interviews,

focus groups, and so on, to assess the

effectiveness of exhibits (…) but, like

other forms of variable analysis, they

tell us little about the quality of action

that arise at exhibits and the forms of

participation that they engender,

facilitate or occasion” (2008: 86).

To sum up, multimodal analysis

protects the performance element

typical of art-science project and

installations.
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Digital Art In Finland. Chronicles Of A Travelling
Week

Annamaria Monteverdi

This article is the first part of an

overview of digital art which took

place in Finland, the second country in

the world located further north,

bordering with Norway, Sweden and

Russia, and a quarter of whose surface

area is located beyond the Arctic

Circle.

It is, recently, one of the most favorite

place to visit of many artists and

teachers, also Italians, for its ideal

study and residence conditions and

for its artistic production; generally

speaking, there is an increasing overall

mobility of students and teachers

from academies and universities to

this European country in recent years

thanks to Erasmus projects. Finland is

also sought for its many facilities

which are specialized in media arts for

example CARTES -Center of Art and

Technology Expo (it also organizes a

festival of electronic art in Finland,

Cartes flux) and in Information

Technology as the Tampere University

of Technology, the University which

registers the highest number of

exchange students and researchers of

foreign nationality in Finland, in

addition to Aalto University,

Kuvataideakatemia, Art & Design

University in Helsinki and the

Jyvaskyla Polytechnic.

And we’d better not forget one of the

most exciting festival in the European

performing field, the  International

Theatre Festival Baltic Circle. Who

knows if Italy will ever get to the

Finnish model of State-owned public

universities, where students do not

pay taxes, where they receive

subsidies and where investments in

research are consistent….

It is possible to get an overview of the

video art and media art that is made

in Finland by consulting the online

data base created by the non-profit

AV-arkki association in 1989. The

association created it in order to

distribute and give visibility to over

170 Finnish artists. You can also take a
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look at the web-site of m-cult, a

network of associations which works

for the development of the Finnish

media art.

I got inspired to write these articles on

the Finnish digital scene by the

conference - The embodiment of

authorityat  Sibelius Academy in

Helsinki, a school for high level

musical training. The conference,

which lasted three days, dealt with

the multifaceted aspects of a new

musical creativity which is also

technological: the key issues were

anticipated by some well-known

professors related to musical

ethnography and to performance.

Della Pollock from the University of

North Carolina was one of them,

professor Nicholas Cook from

Cambridge University and Allen Weiss

from New York University were there

too.

The starting point was the so-called

“theory of performance”, a purely

Anglo-American field of study:

performance within the meaning

given by the anthropologists,

ethnographers and sociologists Victor

Turner and Richard Schechner, is

classified not only as a kind of art, but

also and especially as a moment of

personal and social interaction; for

this reason, an analysis of the

performance as a network of complex

socio-cultural and socio-

communicative relationships is

needed. The lecturers were fifty-three

and they came from all around the

world, even if for the most they were

from the United States and England

and obviously from Finland.

The speakers coming from Canada

and the United States spoke about

the inter-media aspects of

performance.. Me and Gaia Varon, a

musicologist from Milan who is also a

journalist at Rai (she realises the live

radio broadcasts from the Teatro alla

Scala in Milan) were the only Italian

speakers. The conferences focused on

the epistemological aspects of

performance, on the strategies of

interaction and on the concept of

“shifting and shared authority” (in

other words, a principle of authority

which has become increasingly

mobile and shared in the practice of

performance creativity).

They were held both at the

Auditorium of the Sibelius Academy

and at other city music halls; parallel
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sessions of the conferences were held

in three different rooms and they

focused on the analysis of some case

studies. Some lectures and

demonstrations of artistic works were

also provided during these sessions.

My speech focused on a sample of

interactive performance (Tales of the

mandala) and was included in one of

these sessions.

hen I was in Finland I went to the

Finnish Museum of Contemporary Art,

Kiasma, which opened in 1998. It is a

unique architecture, a 5store building

in the centre of Helsinki and it is

directed by a woman, Pirkko Siitari.

Large spaces inside of it are dedicated

to the exhibition of works by young

Finnish artists, and there are many

rooms dedicated to new languages,

video art and interactive art.

I was there when the exhibition
Cream

 (with works by Damien Hirst)

including sculpture, digital

photography and video art was held

on the 1st floor, and the exhibition

Common things on Finnish and

Swedish contemporary art was held

on the second floor. The programme

of the exhibition lists a full calendar of

activities and events, workshops with

artists, seminars on aesthetics,

international conferences (in October

Intersection: intimacy and spectacle,

which is one of them, started), but

also evenings of pure entertainment.

Inside the museum there is a theater,

a multimedia library, a restaurant and

a cafeteria. The building also hosts

Pixelache – Festival of Electronic Arts

and Subcultures.

In Common things, the exhibition I

saw which was held on the second

floor, the digital photography series

by Jari Silomaki, “tales of urban

alienation”, was something of great

value. The exhibition also included

photos/paintings by Anna Ekmans

inspired by Caravaggio and Hologram
Walls by Carl Knif, a video dance

commissioned by the Helsinki

Festival; moreover, Tableaux vivants, a

video performance by Eeva-Mari

Haikala. Finally, a video installation

composed of nine short videos

arranged in a single space with the

ironic title I love my job by Tellervo

Kalleinen and Oliver Kochta-Kalleinen;

they represent nine true and

paradoxical stories of people from

Finland and Sweden who have

decided to quit their destructive work

which they had to accept to do in
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order to survive.

Everything is full of humor, even if all

these works express a harsh criticism

in regards to a work and social system

that obviously has some flaws, some

cracks! i.e.The chef of a prestigious 5-

star restaurant, the theatre actress,

the caregiver, the worker.

At the Kiasma Theater the latest work

by the group of visual theater WHS by

Ville Walo and Kalle Hakkarainen was

presented. The show is characterized

by the use of sensor technology and

video projections.

While I was in Finland I met Marianne

Decoster-Taivalkoski, a young French

media artist who lives and works in

Helsinki. After having studied cinema,

she specialized in New Media at the

MA- Medialab dell’Art and Design

University in Helsinki  where she

touches Sound and Media. She

participated in Ars Electronica and

Interferenze-Naturalis Electronica at

the 2006 edition. She showed me her

first work of interactive sound system

which is called Aquatic (2003).

In this work there are obvious

references to David Rokeby (also

Digimag dedicated to him the essay –

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl

e.asp?id=1884 – written by Claudia

Maina on Issue 58 – October 2010) and

to his Very Nervous System (1983-

1995) series; the work by Rokeby, as is

well-known, consists in a device that

connects a camera that keeps track of

the movements, a computer, a

synthesizer and a sound system. In it,

the viewer is invited to improvise

movements that the system

transforms into sounds in a

continuous cycle of stimuli and

responses. His work is considered one

of the element which better clarifies

the relationship between the viewer

and computer systems.

Aquatic also invites the spectator to

play with the system in order to find

an harmonious balance through the

coordination of movements that

produce sounds and music in real

time. The movements associated with

swimming are captured by a hidden

camera, and they generate pre-

recorded marine sounds: surf, lapping,

gurgling. Marianne Decoster used the

David Rokeby’s VNS software for the

motion capture through an optical-

video sensor and Max Msp to regulate

the interaction between body

movement and the sounds associated
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with it.

This is how Marianne explains the aim

of her work: “I right away started

working to create multi-sensory

experiences in interactive sound

environments. My works are

installations, empty spaces which are

sensitive and responsive to the

movement of the visitor. The

interactive environment is designed in

real time by the visitor, and it changes

every time. I always look for a match

between the expressive value of

movements and the physical and

semantic quality of sound events. The

imagination of the visitor always has

the most important role; it plays with

synaesthetic sensations and sound

images; it builds a sense of immersion

in a sonic imagery”.

Moreover: “I work with sounds to use

a poetic aesthetic that draws upon

reports from various areas of

perception. My aim is to encourage

visitors / listeners to produce mental

images. They are encouraged to adopt

a fan and creative attitude through

this aesthetic, through the structure

of interaction. I like working with an

experimental approach, for example

testing different directions of my

work by making my projects evolve

for many years. The feedback I get

from the participants to such

installations and observing their

behavior helps me to make new

choices and to make decisions about

the interaction and how to design an

interactive sound. I am currently

exploring the performative aspects of

this installation.

When I started developing the

concept of Aquatic I thought it

applied to an urban context, in an

environment, where people coming

from different backgrounds could

move: I thought about a terminal at

the harbour in Helsinki. The different

sound events that make up the

Aquatic environment semantically

refer to the movement produced in

different aquatic environments: calm

waters, flowing waters – waves and

finally the sea during a storm. All

these sound events do not appear

simultaneously. Aquatic is an empty

space ready to be filled in, crossed or

explored. Talking about the spatial

structures of Aquatic I prefer to call

them sensitive space and enveloping

space. The sensitive space is the area

covered by sensors; the enveloping

space is the entire physical area
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surrounding the participants and which is part of the installation. “
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Passages. Travels In Hyperspace
Domenico Quaranta

The exhibition Passages. Travels in

Hyperspace (16.10.2010 – 21.02.2011),

clearly represents an attempt for the

LABoral Centro de Arte y Creación

industrial of Gijon, Asturias, to make a

qualitative leap. It doesn’t mean that

previous exhibitions were less

ambitious – the big events the center

has been hosting, starting with the

first productive effort (Feedback,

2007), have few equal in the world.

Indeed, the Spanish center has been

curated by the world best curators

(from Christiane Paul to Steve Dietz

and Susanne Jaschko) who have been

able to create projects that could not

be conceived anywhere else.

Nonetheless, with Benjamin Weil as

new 
chief curator

, the LABoral had to

face new problems: the economic

crisis tormenting Spain is not saving

the field of culture; the relative

isolation of the museum which has

been able to pass on its productions

only a couple of times; the scarce

receptiveness of the territory that

penalized a dynamic and advanced

activity was difficult to communicate

to insiders.

Passages, curated by Weil in

collaboration with the chief curator of

T-B A21 Daniela Zyman, tries to

respond to such problems and find a

way out. The first way consists of

strategic alliances. The Thyssen-

Bornemisza Art Contemporary (T-B

A21) was founded in 2002 by

Francesca von Habsburg in Vienna,

and represents the fourth generation

of a family dedicated to collecting art.

T-B A21 is an amazing collection but

its mission is to support the

production of ambitious projects,

which are often site-specific. During

the last months, T-B A21 has produced

four projects for the Biennale di

Venezia, and is working on the

production of The Morning Line, a

public building conceived by Matthew

Ritchie with ArandaLasch and Arup

AGU for the next edition of the

Biennale of Istanbul.

Interdisciplinarity and productive

vocation are two elements that the
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LABoral of Gijon and the T-B A21 of

Vienna have in common. In addition,

presenting a successful example can

be good for the former. Indeed,

during the press conference before

the Asturian authorities, Francesca

von Habsburg has underlined the joys

of production and the international

status it can bring if such event is

oriented in the right direction.

The second way is somehow a

consequence of the first one. The T-B

A21 is an amazing mainstream

collection of contemporary art and

includes artists holding a prominent

position in the international scene,

from Ai Weiwei to Doug Aitken, from

Maurizio Cattelan to Olafur Eliasson,

from Elmgreen & Dragset to Jeppe

Hein, from Carsten Höller to Pipilotti

Rist: these names can sound familiar

to the press, and can bring to LABoral

an audience less selected than that of

previous events organized. At last, the

big audience of art in Spain and

Europe has become aware of the

existence of the LABoral thanks to

such names and their glamour.

If you feel bewildered before a review

whose key words are “glamour” and

“strategy”, you can rest easy: I

immediately switch to the contents
Passages is full of: the great ability of

its curators let them work on the

boundaries imposed by the personal

choices of private collectors, and

select works that enriched the

exhibition with unsuspected facets,

allowing to show a theme fitting the

specific mission of the LABoral: “an

exhibition centre for art, science,

technology and advanced visual

industries”, but also “a venue for

artistic and technological production,

research and training; and for the

dissemination of new forms of art and

industrial creation”.

Passages. Travels in Hyperspace is

based on the idea, well explained by

Benjamin Weil during the

conversation of curators published on

the exhibition guide (the monumental

catalogue with the pictures of the

installation will be issued after the end

of the exhibition), that today art is a

sort of augmented reality opening

“passages” on a new dimension. Weil

explains: “By restaging the real, artists

trigger a perceptual shift, which in

turn modifies our comprehension of

the world that surrounds us. In that

sense, the work of art is a doorway of

sorts, a passage into a new

dimension.”
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The curators have developed such

concept making reference on one

hand to the theme of hyperspace

debated by the postmodernist

theorist Fredric Jameson as a

destabilizing space which deprives us

of the faculty to “position” our body,

and on the other hand to the theme of

hyperreality introduced by Umberto

Eco who said that the repetition of

what is real is an expansion of reality

that makes us think of the original.

This conceptually interesting and

perceptibly destabilizing exhibition is

a kind of free journey among those

three concepts describing the

relationship between reality and its

representation (hyperreality) or its

media implementation (hyperspace

and augmented reality). The

exhibition makes it possible, first of

all, by drawing a not nearly binding

journey through the works that are set

free from the interference of theexhibition design
 weighing on past

exhibitions organized by the LABoral.

It is also possible thanks to the choice

of works revealing an instable, elusive

reality which is deeply influenced by

perceptive limits (in real or figurative

sense) of the spectator, that’s why in

the hall the English artist Cerith Wyn

Evans exhibits his neon columns that,

with their irregular illumination, at the

same time seem both to support and

make the space irregular and instable.

In the next room, Olafur Eliasson

exhibits Your Uncertain Shadow
(2010), one of his most simple and

charming works: a row of spotlights in

different colours, and as the spectator

passes in front of the device, it casts

against the opposite wall different

shadows of him/her that reflects in

the Reflecting Object (2006) of Jeppe

Hein, a chromed metal ball rolling on

the floor aimlessly.

In the main exhibition room, the

spectator is literally caught by the

frozen reality of Los Carpinteros. The

Cuban duo faithfully reproduces the

climax of a dynamic event in the way

only a photographic image could

depict. Fragments from a cinder block

wall hang to fishing nylon and are

depicted in the point of impact. Janet

Cardiff and George Bures Miller are

less spectacular but more subtle: by

lifting an antiquated telephone

receiver, they suggest us to listen to a

conversation on the nature of space

and time while sitting before two

installations – realized by Ernesto

Neto and Ai Wei Wei – that challenge
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both of them.

On the floor below, two recent, and

already “historic” installations of Doug

Aitken (No History, 2005) and Carsten

Höller (Y, 2003) take the center stage

to the detriment of less spectacular

works by Maurizio Cattelan, Carsten

and Olaf Nicolai, Sergio Prego and

Paul Pfeiffer. No History is a big

structure whose minimalist shape is in

contrast with its hundreds of moving

hexagonal mirrors on the surface

creating a fragmented reality. Such

reality becomes hallucinatory in the

tunnel of blinking lights created by

Höller. However, the exhibition

concept would be incomplete without

the contribution given by Super-Noi
(1996), the famous work by Cattelan in

which its elusive identity is produced

by forensic sketches drawn by

policemen from the description given

by the artist’s friend and

acquaintances.

The journey of Passages ends with –

so to speak – with the tautological

installation of the Polish artist Monika

Sonsowska, called M10 (2004). The

starting point is the recent Polish

history: during socialism, in order to

assign housing to everyone, Polish

administration used to convert two-

room units (M2) in four-room units

(M4). She pushed such system ad

absurdum, converting the typical

one-room unit (M1) in a ten-room unit

(M10).

The result is a labyrinth made of tight

doors and spaces accessible through a

back door-like exit placed on a wall.

You can walk through such installation

anxiously looking for a way out. When

you find it out, you feel sure you are

back to where you started from (not

to be in a parallel universe where the

audience we don’t recognize is

enjoying an exhibition very similar to

Passages)… but it is just an

assumption denied by the other

works displayed.

As you can see, new technologies are

implied in many works displayed, but

not all of them. Maybe, this is part of

the “new” mission the LABoral is

committed to: erasing the artificial

distinction between New Media Art

and contemporary art, and

demonstrating that all art is there to

open passages on new dimensions.
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http://www.laboralcentrodearte.org/ http://www.tba21.org/
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Colorito. An Interactive Renaissance Of Coulour
Lorenzo Taiuti

All at once, in the irregular Italian

digital scenario, an interesting

exhibition has appeared. It just ended

on the 11th November 2010 in an

unsuspectable location, Palazzo

Medici Riccardi in Florence. Its title is

Colorito: an interactive renaissance of

colour, curated by Luca Farulli

(Accademia delle Belle Arti, Venice),

Andruid Kerne (Interface Ecology

Lab/Texas A&M University) and Frank

Nack (ISLA/University of Amsterdam)

who proposed a mix of traditional

names of digital art and young artists,

linked by their interest for colour.

This exhibition was organized for the

first time in Italy the last 25-29th

October 2010, during the ACM

Multimedia 2010 international

conference (the worldwide premier

multimedia conference organized by

the Association for Computing

Machinery). The event was

coordinated by Professor Alberto del

Bimbo, University of Florence, and

Professor Shih Fu Chang, Columbia

University, New York.

ALICE GOES THROUGH THE LOOKING

GLASS

Monika Fleischmann and Wolfgang

Strauss, historical new media art

authors (have been creating virtual

and interactive reality projects since

the ‘80s, co-founders of Art & Com)

displayed a work realized in the ‘90s,

Liquid Views-Narcissus Mirror (also

exhibited in Italy in 2000 at Ars Lab

exhibition), with updated

configuration and software.

A monitor simulates the surface of a

body of water; the viewers (Narcissus)

see their own reflected image. When

they touch the screen, they can

distort their mirror image. Everything

happens in real time and really

effectively. It highlights some key

elements of digital art: interactivity of

the viewers, their participation in the

art work, which is open and

modifiable. Viewers take part in the

idea of virtual reality as “Alice’s

mirror”, and as an doorway on the

surface of the image.
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To immerse oneself “through the

mirror” still has a great meaning in

digital languages, while the 3D

immersion is still a promise; creative

experimentations, to assume the idea

of immersion and virtual double in

new media art are still the most

convincing.

Today more than ever before, “Liquid

Views-Narcissus Mirror” represents a

meaningful metaphor making

reference to the increasingly

narcissistic (not only communicative)

value of media. Such narcissism

started invading not only the field of

television, but also the new media.

The concerning point is the

substitution of the early

consciousness of self-management

with the intrusiveness of social

networks (like Facebook) where

communication becomes “reflection”,

self-representation an maybe, in the

future, control.

VISUAL LEVELS

Franz Fischnaller has always been

focusing on the application of digital

languages to

communication/exploration of the

museum and city, and has proposed a

wide-range research. This rightly

ambitious project is part of the

research of a visual “doorway”, of an

analysis/research intending to

enquire (with digital media) the

expressive structures of the painting.

The question is about the mechanics

of pictorial creation, and its scientific

precedent is represented by new via-

“scanning” analysis techniques of

classical paintings whose colour

superimpositions and chronology (and

even the finest pictorial treatments)

can be defined. Inside the mystery

(the perceptive structure?) of the art

works, digital media can enquire not

only to communicate the ultimate

sense of aesthetic perception (which

is impossible), but mainly to broaden

empirical or correct knowledge of

image configuration processes in new

ways. Such processes catch the

attention of users as well as insiders.

A concrete immersion, an exploration

of the image creation substitutes to

the immersive entrance of scanning.

Beyond aesthetic development, the

pedagogic effects of such research

are already visible, because the

doorway in the art work opens new

interesting interpretation.
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BUTTERFLY EFFECT

Victoria Vesna (in collaboration with

Jim Gimzewski) presented one of her

most known works, the nano-art

project Blue Morph, that tries to

reproduce and make the user

perceive what “being a butterfly”

means. The Blue Morph butterfly’s life

is short life (2 or 3 weeks) and is

always put in artificial containers at

the stage of caterpillar.

The installation mimics the

transformation, fragmentation and fall

of butterfly’s beautiful wings whose

typical colour is determined by their

nanostructure, while we can hear

eight pumps of hearts activating the

little organism thanks to their pumps

that remain constant during the

transformation of a (relatively) short

life.

Sounds and signs of such a powerful

and relatively short experience are

passed on to the user through

earphones. The user is inside a

structure resembling the caterpillar at

the moment of transformation, while

a blue light flashes inviting the user to

identify with the animal and the

perception of nature. The sensation of

an Avatar/butterfly represents one of

the goals of such project, an

experience of psychological/cultural

“double”, of human/animal

identification.

VISIONS AND ICONOGRAPHIES

They go back to Bianco-Valente

astronomic ideas, who traveled

several points of the planet for their

project. They have obtained a

different idea of space and time

through the projection of images of

nature, woods, landscapes that, with a

sound loop in background, makes

reference to different spots and

perspectives of the planet.

The meeting point between different

iconographies and iconologies was

the subject developed by the

Japanese artist Tamiko Theil. In The
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travels of Mariko Horo, she imagines a

double voyage between two distant

cultures finally meeting. It is an

interactive/navigable installation

crossing spaces between Western

Christian and Eastern Buddhist

cultures.

Christ and Buddha mix up and

Venetian nobles of the XVIII century

have oriental faces under the wigs of

the time. It is a sort of “voyage in the

images” and on the images, with an

extremely fascinating strength. A

voyage in the images raising the

problem of new hybridizations and

syncretism resulting from the meeting

of different cultures whose aesthetic

and cultural effects are difficult to

define.

After all, iconographic exchanges

between different religions already

started in the past with the influences

and exchanges between Christianism

and Buddhism, and with the bright

and hyper-real colours of their

cultures. That’s how the exchange

becomes chromatic.

MEMORY RECORDS

Black and red are the colours of the

installation conceived by the Finnish

Crucible Studio (Jaakko Pesonen &

Teemu Korpilahti) that engages the

audience in a dialogue with Alan

Turing, one of the fathers of

computers and computer-science, an

heroic World War II code-breaker

tragically died in 1954.

Using a coded language, the audience

can interact through answers and

questions with a fictional Turing.

Codes were Turing’s psychological

and cultural background and he is

represented through them.

The choice to let “speak” historical

witnesses and personalities is a

periodic event in the field of digital

art, and the solutions go back to the

electronic individual, the robot era,

more simply, to store “everything”

using new software. To store

consciousness, memory, to place the

brain in a “shelf” you can always look

at is increasingly attractive element of

digital philosophy. This kind of

memory tends to be the “mise en

abyme” of our mental processes.

The memory record is the

continuation of biological body. A

record becoming more and more
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complex and difficult to configure.

THE COLOUR IN QUESTION

In 
Chroma Space

, Wendy Ann Mansilla

and Jordi Puig investigated

psychological effects of colour. The

body interfaces with the chromatic

transformations of a black-and-white

landscape. An example of applied arts

(maybe), the way it happens for the

art works created by Leah Buechley

who worked on the possibility to

change the environment.

In all the works exhibited, colour as

“colour paint” has a key role. In Hayley

Hung and Christian Jacquemin’s

installation, one of the greatest

informal colourists, Mark Rothko, has

been reproduced. Such reproduction

has been minimally changed inside an

interactive system picking up the

audience’s reactions and transforming

them in chromatic variations.

Many times colour in digital pieces

has been weighted from an

aesthetical point of view, but it has

always been a marginal element

because digital colour has been the

industrial colour of software so far. It

has been used taking into

consideration its kitsch and pop

values and its “typically” digital

features.

Colour represents a deep break

between new media art and

contemporary art – also the

impossible colours used by MuraKami

in his works become more tolerable

than videogames “non colours”. The

first strong point of the exhibition is

the perspective on colour that it

proposes; the second strong point is

the reassertion of the interactive,

immersive research, and the operative

eccentricity of digital world.

The omission of a complete section

(linked to complex devices) of digital

philosophy from the book “New

Media Art”, published by Taschen and

written by Mark Tribel in 2006, is

surprising. Such choice is based on old

software obsolescence as well as their

deficiency to support expressive

needs of the art works exhibited. On

one hand we have to find the way to

include new media art in

contemporary art context (as it is

presently happening), on the other

hand we have to claim its most

heretical aspects and most unbridled
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whims occurring in the moment of

technological turmoil we are living in. http://www.acmmm10.org/program/

interactive-art-exhibit/
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Smart Mistakes. The Sixth Edition Of Share
Festival

Loretta Borrelli

From 2 to 7 November last year, the

sixth edition of Share Festival toke

place in Turin. The event proved,

throughout the past years, to be a

prolific source of inspiration and

reflection on cutting edge media art

and digital cultures’ issues.

Although until not many years ago,

such subjects were seen as a small

niche of artistic and cultural

contemporary scenery, now they

cannot be taken that way anymore.

The self-consciousness of how media

and technology permeate our daily

life completely, is testified in the

headline that artistic director Simona

Lodi chose for the event: “Art and

culture in the digital age”.

Discussion are not anymore on

specific categories of art, but on what

does creating art and culture in the

digital era means. It is the specific

approach of this festival that has

always distinguished it, being based

on the analysis and critique, this year

specifically through exhibitions, talks

and performances on the topic “Smart

Mistakes”.

The unpredictability caused by am

unorthodox use of media and the

deviation of those means from the

dominant paradigm, was split in three

branches to delve into: media and

technology’s mistakes, biological

mistakes and unexpected surprises.

This also was the main theme of the

contest’s six finalists’ exhibition, set

on the second floor of the Museo

Regionale di Scienze Naturali (County

Museum of Natural Sciences). Clearly,

the articulation of such a complex

subject couldn’t be any less than

wide. For this reason, the selected

works investigate very different types

of approaches to technology, based

on each single artist very personal

research process.
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 Jurij Krapan, Andy Cameron, Fulvio

Granaria and Bruce Sterling were the

panelists that prized as winner the

work Luzes Relacionals by Ernesto

Klar, an artist that since years shapes

his path of research on light, space

and sound. The interactive installation

makes use of sound, mist and a

software that allow actively intervene

on the light-space modification. The

initial feeling of confusion in the

interaction process, gives way to the

curiosity of investigating the different

possibilities that the morphing of

geometrical light rays gives. Flawless,

that is the appropriate definition for a

work so formally precise and

underlining a great care being put in

the design too.

Equally interesting is Kuai Auson’s

Oh!M1GAS which got the mention of

honor. The work is a process of

biomimetic shrilling-modulation,

based on an audiovisual output

produced by a strictly visually and

sound-surveilled anthill. The

movement and the sounds generated

by the ants activate two record decks,

creating a sound similar to

“scratching”. The author analyzed the

anthill as an autopoetic machine,

capable of solving problems “from

below” through chains of sound

interactions and relations between

the insects. putting that in relation

with technology creates a similarity

joining the sound produced by the

recorders and the ones originating

from the insects that operate as

means of social organization in the

anthill.

A different way of analyzing the

sound was the one brought on

through Dc12v, by the group Teatrino

Elettrico. All the sounds in the

performance were generated only by

analog instruments; recordings of

movements and electromagnetic

fields created by everyday used

machineries. The table was the scene

on which electricity would be the

engine, and every gesture or tiniest

sound would be, amplified, multiplied

and commented by live-taken

footage of the eery actions. Authors

define the work as “a writing desk

tragedy in one act, for self-propelled

machines”.
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 So, ranging from autopoetic biologies

to synthetic experimentations, one

could then look into the web’s inborn

creative potential through the work

The man with a Movie Camera, by

Perry Bard; a vide project based on

open contribution from people all

over the world that could reinterpret

Vertov’s script. The work investigates

the possibility the we gives to create a

film that would be a documentation

about differences in daily activities.

Users can upload footage on the

artist’s website, shot with webcams,

cellphones or videocameras. A

specifically designed software, edits

and plays in sequences all the

different bits, thus originating

unexpected contrasts resulting from

the co-presence of culturally different

factors, spread all over the globe.

Processes of cognition and of

political/social representation of the

self in the digital era, were explored in

another one of the six selected works,

the performance Macghille just a void

by the Knowbotic research group. The

authors enact the performance by

wearing a mimetic disguise called

Ghille Suit, which was first created for

hunting and then used in wars since

World War 2. The action toke place in

a urban environment, which

underlined how the – we can call it

technologic – camouflage puts the

individual in a state swinging between

utter anonymity and exuberant

presence given by the mask.

The sixth selected work is As an artist,
I need to rest by Sonia Cillari. This

artist’s research path is remarkable

and in my opinion, the work

presented at Share thoroughly

expresses all the elements of

research. A performance, that is, that

involves the artist’s body in relation

with technology and digital

production; the artist lies on the

ground and breaths through a small

pipe linked to a wide screen.

Variations in her breathing originate

digital elements similar to feathers ,

six digital models going from

accumulation to resistance. What’s

more, the whole system records the

levels of carbon dioxide in the artist’s

breath, changing the color of the

elements on screen. The more the

video continues the more we can

perceive the struggle in the

performer’s breath and the tension of

holding control on the digital creation

and controlling the body itself, in a

perpetual feedback between the

machine and incarnated singularity.
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Together, all these works show the

diverseness of effects that can derive

from the use of technologies in

everyday life, but also reveals the

creative shiv entailed in the

unpredictable factor given by an

approach that is personal and not

dictated by the mainstream digital

protocol. The rest of the exhibition

consisted in a selection of artworks

within a similar curatorial frame.

Namely, many works by artists who

use mistakes and unpredictability as

sources of activism and research.

 Among the others, it is worth to cite

names as Mark Tribe, Jodi, Eva and

Franco Mattes, Alterazioni Video, Ant

Scott, Cory Arcangel and Les Liens

Invisibles. These last group was the

protagonist of a recreational-

performative event: R.I.O.T. / Reality
Is Out There that led the participants

through an experience of paradoxical

tourism. Previously, the group had

already shown with the work Google
is not the map, how Google Maps is

nothing but a representation of the

tangible world which has nothing to

do with it. Similarly, in R.I.O.T. they

attack augmented reality, more

precisely the myth that augmented

reality entails. Using a gps and an

application similar to the ones

installed in smart phones contextual

guides, the artists created a number

of virtual sculptures in key spots of

the city, invisible to the eye, but

seeable through the cellphone.

The group aims to an opposite

process from the one used in the past,

so they subvert the map by virtually

manipulating reality. The title of the

action expresses its sense, namely to

enlighten the different processes of

alienation pervading our everyday life,

carrying the spectators through

infinite and bizarre ways.

One of this year festival’s news was

the Symposium themed on “Smart

Mistakes“, where researchers and

artists scrutinized the value of error in

very different fields. Relations

between art, activism and business,

namely those smart errors which

constitute a breach in the social and

economical pattern, were

investigated thoroughly the round

table Intelligent Mistakes or the usual

business, lectured by Christian Ulrik,

Tatiana Bazzichelli, Geoff Cox and the

Les Liens Invisibles. Also, the in-depth

examination on genetic errors by

Edoardo Boncinelli was extremely

interesting. It was an indeed rich
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agenda and it would be too long to

sum up everything here. It will suffice

to cite some of the names that were

involved as Antonio Caronia, Siegfried

Zielinsky, Bruce Stearling and Stelarc.

 Moreover, there has been plenty of

music and video performances that

had for protagonists Eniac, Marko

Batista and Giacomo Verde. The range

of subjects and reflection matter

conveyed by the festival was so wide

that it is astonishing how quickly the

organizers and the creative director,

Chiara Garibaldi, Luca Barbeni and

Luciana Corbo have been able to set it

up.

However, we were also pleasantly

stricken by the high quality achieved

despite the clear lack of funds that is

now affecting the whole cultural

environment in this period, due to a –

shall we say – blind political system.

http://www.toshare.it/
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Pain Is Not The Game. Virtual And Real In
Videogame Art

Mathias Jansson

When the German artists Volker

Morawe and Tilman Reiff were young

they used to play games that deal

with punishment in some ways.  The

most popular was probably Folter-
Mau-Mau Tilma Reiff explains. A

simple card game where the looser

would be punished according to the

cards that remains in his hand. We

remembered the special tension that

arose from the threat of possible

punishment and the excitement that

came with it. The relief if you came

away unpunished. It simply adds a lot

of feelings to the experience.

Today we spent a lot of our time

playing games in the virtual worlds.

Compared with the videogames from

Reiffs and Morawe childhood the

graphically development has been

enormous. Videogames today have

photorealistic high definition graphics,

but still the virtual gameworlds misses

some important experiences

compared to a simple cardgame as

Folter-Mau-Mau.

You can be beaten, kicked, stabbed,

hit, shoot, drive of a cliff, jump from a

skyscraper or be blown to pieces, but

whatever happens on the screen you

don’t feel any physical pain in your

body, because its only a game. The

lack of physic experience in

videogames becomes quite obvious

when you attend one of the Re-

Enactment by the artists Eva and

Franco Mattes performances in

Second Life. Eva and Franco Mattes

have re-enact some classic

performances from the history of art

as Chris Burden Shoot, Valie Export

and Peter Weibel’sTapp und Tastkino

and Marina Abramovic and Ulay’s

Imponderabilia.
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In the original performance

Imponderabilia from 1977 the artists

Marina and Ulay stands naked facing

each other at the entrance to a

museum and the visitors have to pass

between there naked bodies to enter

the exhibition. Eva and Franco re-

created the same performance in

Second Life, but to squeeze yourself

between two naked graphic

characters with your avatar is not the

same as in real life. Several aspects as

odour, heat, friction, facial

expressions, and other bodily

experiences are missing in the virtual

worlds, they are lost in the

transformation between reality and

virtuality.

To see a graphic avatar got shoot as in

the re-enactment of Chris Burdens

performance Shoot from 1971 is

something else than to be in the

gallery and see the bullet hit the flesh

of a real human. I think Chris Burden

would agree with me when I say that

it’s a big different to take a bullet in

real life and in a virtual world. This is

also what Eva and Franco Mattes

performance puts its finger on. The

virtual world is a safe zone, you can do

and be anything you like, because

there is no physical danger

threatening your body. You can of

course get a mouse arm or a stiff neck

if you play videogames to long, but

that’s something else which is

connected to what you are doing in

the real world not in the virtual.

Since the videogame industry is

struggling towards a total immersion

in videogames there are of course

many game designer and artists that

have tried to re-create the missing

sensations that are lost in the

transformation. We have today Xbox

360 kinect capture technique, the

Wii-consols and forced feeback

controls and of course the Cave and

VR-technique, which is expensive

installations where the visitor with

help of special glasses and gloves can

move and interact in a virtual rooms,

but still there are many human senses

that are missing in the virtuatl worlds.

Pain for example.
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The artists Eddo Stern and Mark Allen,

did in year 2000 a performance which

they called Tekken Torture
Tournament. Tekken is a martial art

game, in which you should kick and

hit your opponent until he is defeated.

In the performance the participating

players were equipped with special

bracelets. When the player was hit by

the other player on the screen he got

an electric shock in the arm. The more

hits the opponents got the more pain

the second player had to suffer. The

bracelet was a form of interface that

could connect the virtual pain with

the players psychical body and

transfer the virtual violence into the

real world.

Another example of an art work that

are transferring pain from the virtual

world into the real is the gamePainstation
. The German artists Volker

Morawa, Tilman Reiff and Roman

Kirschner, from the artist collective

///////fur/// have development agamecabinet
 which basically is a

simple 
PONG

 game. When you miss

the ball the opponent use to win a

point, but in this version the loser is

also punished by an electric shock,

heat or a whiplash on his hand. The

virtual defeat is transformed into real

pain, as in “Tekken Torture

Tournament”.

The players that can not stand the

pain and removes his hand lose the

game. Tilman Reiff says that: “the

group met at the Academy of Media

Arts Cologne. And it was during our

studies we moved in together and

had a shared office in our apartment –

one year later in 2001 the Painstation
was born and we founded

//////////fur//// as a label for our

collaborative work. Painstation is

based on the idea to incorporate the

body into the gaming experience, to

make gaming a more physical

experience.”

In Riley Hamond installation What it is
without the hand that wields it (2008)

you could also find the discussion

about the physical experience of

gaming. The installation is an
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electronic sculpture attached to a

server where people played

Counterstrike. The sculpture

consisted of a number of blood bags

with tubing that was connected to

nozzles, the nozzles were opened

when one of the players on the server

was shoot. The virtual killing and

violence ran so to speak over to

reality, the virtual blood in the game

was solidified on the gallery floor.

In Hamond’s work it’s not the pain

that are transferred but instead fluids,

virtual blood is leaking out from the

server and is transformed into “real”

blood on the gallery floor. As is the

performance Shoot by Chris Burden

it’s a big different to see blood in a

videogame or in a film and stand in

front of it, even strong guys use to

faint in the sight of real blood

bleeding from bodies.

The big difference between what we

experience and feel in virtual worlds

and the real world is also something

that could affect our behaviour. The

virtual world is a fantasy and we are

not physical affected in any way by

our actions so we are doing things we

usually shouldn’t’ do as killing people,

driven to fast, jump from skyscrapers

etc. But what happens when the

boundaries between virtuality and

reality not are so clear and fixed.

InWafa Bilal installation Domestic
tension these questions are in focus.

During a month in 2007 Bilal lived in

Flat File Gallery in Chicago constantly

monitored by a webcam, and

constantly threatened by a paintball

gun that anyone via a website could

fire at him. To fire a paintball gun from

a website with your mouse is a similar

experience as shooting in videogame,

it’s only to click on the mouse.

The consequences are of course very

different from a videogame. In this

case you will be shooting at a man of

flesh and blood not on a digital object,

but still aware of this situation a lot of

people were willing to shoot at Bilal.

On the computerscreen the visitors

could see a silent, black and white

image from the surveillance camera

with the rigged paintball gun, which

meant that many important senses

was lost in the communication

between the gallery and the viewer. If

the visitor had to go to the gallery,

pick up the paintballgun and fire the

gun when he stood eye to eye with

his victim, he would probably have

behaved differently and reflect on the

situation.

As in the case with Eva and Franco

Mattes performance 

Imponderables

and 

Shoot

 the missing physic feelings

and senses in the virtual world make

us behave different when we

experience a virtual performance

compared with a real performance.
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Virtual art is today very common, so

the challenge is no longer to

transform reality into virtuality, but to

recreate the feelings and experience

of reality that are missing in the virtual

world. It will probably take some years

before we can experience the science

fiction dream of total immersion as in

films as Matrix and surrogates. But

artists as Tilman Reiffe believes that

we someday can have a 

Startrek

holodeck in our living room and play

videogames as in “reality”, but until

that happens we have to be satisfied

to feel the pain in the game.

http://www.painstation.de/index.ht

ml

http://www.eddostern.com/tekken_

torture_tournament.html

http://rileyharmon.com/09/2008/ele

ctronic-sculpture

http://www.wafaabilal.com/html/do

mesticTension.html

http://0100101110101101.org/home/re

enactments/index.html
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The Machine That Makes Art. Form+code In Art,
Design And Architecture

Sabina Barcucci

Over the past ten years, the role of

programming in art and design

disciplines has changed profoundly.

The code is no more a prerogative of

informatics but it has started to

concern to increasingly diverse areas

because of three main phenomena:

the growth of processing speed; the

progressive hardware and software

customization; and the trend towards

convergence and intermediality.

Today, most higher education

programs include programming or

scripting classes aimed at laying the

foundations for mapping,

understanding and managing

complex information flows. Young

creatives and researchers from the

most diverse disciplines are

experimenting with the possibilities

offered by new programming

environments (such as Processing,
Pure Data, Max MSP, Quartz
Composer, Open Frameworks,
Grasshopper, R *) and languages (such

as Rynoscrpit, MAXScript,
Mathematica, C #). The use of code in

artistic practices and design allows a

seamless upgrade path for research.

The need for a critical, self-reflexive

and process-oriented design

methodology drove to an increasing

importance of metadesign. Similarly,

more and more software is being

developed focused towards simplified

programming environments that

allow the assembly of different

elements to turn into customized

digital tools. The “meta” approach is

found in these programming

environments to meet a growing

demand for customization, new free

methods of use, fast recombination

and agile development of a ‘bottom-

up’ adaptive research.
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From this point of view, the digital

tools are configured as perpetually

Beta products: ideally open, they are

the environments in which it is the

user that actually finalizes the

program every time he sets up a

machine that “makes something”. The

project idea is the inception that

creates and (temporarily) closes the

code in a cluster. To quote Sol Le Witt

“the idea is the machine that makes

the art”.

The use of code (which plays with

parameters, relationships and

algorithms) integrated with

metadesign, returns outputs with a

complex nature hardly achievable

without digital tools. The result of this

combination increases the distance

between the product and his

designer, making though more

effective the man-machine symbiosis.

However, the centrality of human

networks emerges more concretely

through a bottom-up meta-design

process, which focuses more on

processes and behaviours, rather than

through a top-down process that

focuses primarily on uniformly

optimized results.

Findings of this kind help to highlight

the groundlessness of some

technophobic fears expressed by

those who see the increasing use of

digital tools as a de-humanizing

phenomenon. Comparing the use of

code with the “traditional” tools, such

as CAD, structural differences

emerge, starting with the method by

which we think about the design goal.

In this regard, Bernard Cache says:

“Cad system has certainly increased

the productivity of the idea but

fundamentally it didn’t offer any

advances over the work done by

hand. Now we can envisage a second

generation systems in which objects

are no longer designed but

calculated”.

If the model is no longer calculated

but planned, other aspects of design

methodology are also significantly

changing. There is a paradigmatic

shift of design and production

objectives from the “final product” to

its “production process”. The design

process acquires even greater

significance and importance in the

context of generative design, where a

series of events achieve a result never

fully anticipated, never really

controlled from the beginning.
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What is true for design is not

necessarily true for art. The two

spheres have become increasingly

closer over time, sometimes

overlapping with exciting results. In

design, programming has opened up

many paths for research and practice.

In art, it has often yielded similar

results, but introducing a new

complication: it has led many artists

to a more laboratorial dimension, for

which the electronic artwork is too

often limited to its strictly procedural

technical contents. The result is, in

many cases, an artistic practice that

tends to be overly explicit, giving up

the ambiguity between meaning and

significance, the mystery. In all

likelihood, this is a transitional phase,

which will be superseded by new

teaching and critical practices.

We are experiencing a time of great

cultural effervescence, whose

contours seem to be traced, at least,

by the generation variable (not

necessarily expressed in terms of age

but as a close relationship with the

digital logic). The views and debates

on these topics are flourishing on a

variety of fronts, and Digicult is

among them.

There is the urgent need for simple

communication tools able to bridge

the gap between those who have

started many years ago to deal with

the relationship between art, design,

technology and science, and new

generations of students, professionals

and artists who are only now

beginning to ask themselves these

questions.

A perfect candidate for this role is

FORM + CODE, a book by Casey Reas,

Chandler McWilliams and LUST,

recently published by Princeton

Architectural Press. Contents are

clearly expressed through an historical

overview on the code development in

electronic art, and in some of its

conceptual art “natural language

programming” forerunners (based on

instructions series set up not for the

machines but for the public). The

graphic layout is a well-kept and an

inseparable part of the publishing

project, including a selection of pieces

of work and breathtaking images (at a

very reasonable price, it must be said).
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Primarily designed as a book for

students, FORM + CODE is also an

important volume for another reason.

The simplicity of its technological

advancement explanation let emerge

one of the most important messages

concerning programming in art and

design: its accessibility. We come

then to question if authors intention is

to inculcate a kind of awareness

regarding everybody’s ability to think

about its complexity.

It’s impressive to think how

programming has changed the nature

of electronic art in recent years.

Practices such as live coding,

generative design, and real time

parametric visualization have quickly

become popular and accessible

assets. As generally happens in rapid

transformation phases, however, this

usage is often accompanied by a

substantial lack of awareness about

what goes beyond the merely

technical issues. And we’re not

thinking about the examples given by

FORM + CODE, which gives in 176

pages an overview on the most

interesting, exciting and revolutionary

examples in the field.

However, if we need to find a limit to

this text, it is precisely the hesitance

in dealing with the critical and

problematic elements in the

relationship between art and code. A

renunciation, which, as Casey Reas

and Chandler McWilliams have

explained in the interview that

concludes this article, is absolutely

justified and planned. However, many

of the issues at play are precisely

structured around this point. What are

the limits of author intervention in

generative art? Do the complex data

visualizations, beyond any appealing

aesthetics, always have something

interesting to say? What is the real

added value of certain programming

solutions in interactive installations?

Bertram Niessen: FORM+CODE is the

result of coordinated efforts with

LUST. How did you manage the

composition process?
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Casey Reas & Chandler McWilliams:

The visual design for a book like this is

as integral to the authorship as the

text, so we invited the book’s visual

designers, LUST, as co-authors. The

group developed the original proposal

and book together from the

beginning. In practice, we were

responsible for the words, selecting

the projects, and acquiring the images

and LUST developed the visual format

and typography. But, like all good

collaborations, every person involved

influenced every aspect of the book.

To ensure the design was integral to

the authorship, we developed the

typographic system as we started the

text. After the tone was established

for each, we completed the writing

and curation and handed off all of the

assets to LUST. We remained a part of

the visual design process to offer

editorial opinons.

Sabina Cuccibar: The book is at the

same time very simple and extremely

complex, giving an overview of very

diversified practices. What is the

audience you are referring to?

Working on the review, we have

discussed a lot if it makes sense to

consider the book as a learning tool

for students at the beginning of their

travel into the world of digital art.

What’s your idea about it?

Casey Reas & Chandler McWilliams:

We dedicated the book to our

students at the UCLA Department of

Design Media Arts and they are the

primary audience. We have an eclectic

department with a growing interest in

programming as a creative practice.

We encourage our students to take

classes across the university:

architecture, art, animation, film,

computer science. The book is the

broadest introduction we could

imagine to the relationships between

form and code because we want

them to see connections across fields.

Sabina Cuccibar: How would you

define the relationship between your

art practices and the selected topics

for the book?

Casey Reas & Chandler McWilliams:

The curation of the book came

through our teaching and doesn’t

have a strong relationship to our

practices. The topics emerged

organically while we developed a plan

for a three-hour workshop given at

the Telic Arts Exchange in 2007.

Instead of teaching programming in

those three hours, we wanted to
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introduce the audience to many

works created with code. We chose to

start with explaining what code is

fundamentally and culturally, then to

give a short history of how computers

have been used to create visual form

from the 1960s to the present. The

following chapters (Repeat,

Transform, Parameterize, Visualize),

and Simulate are not in a strong

hierarchical order, but they do follow

a line of history and build on one

another..

Sabina Cuccibar: Writing about the

history of code in art and design, you

rarely mention inner disciplinary

transformations, preferring to mainly

focus on the technological aspects.

Do you believe that the development

of computational art is strictly based

on the access to new tools, or there

are also other factors? Which ones?

Casey Reas & Chandler McWilliams:

The development is as much

conceptual and cultural as it is

technological. Our early decision to

make a short and concise book

dictated how much we could discuss

these ideas, but it’s represented

through the the inclusion of knitting

instructions and artworks with

natural-language instructions, rather

than code. Also, instead of writing

about disciplinary transformations, we

thought it was stronger to show them

through the selection of projects and

juxtaposition within the layout.

Bertram Niessen: I really appreciate

the choices you made in the selection

of the topics. At the same time, in

some cases I have the feeling of a lack

of critical approach. Nowadays,

applications of code in art are among

the most powerful tools, but there are

some questions that art has still not

yet answered. What do you perceive

as the main limitations from this point

of view?

Casey Reas & Chandler McWilliams:

Yes, you’re correct. This book doesn’t

have a critical approach to software

and its impact on the arts and culture.

When we first started the book, we

imaged a series: ACTIVISM+CODE,
PERFORMANCE+CODE, etc. We wrote

a book specifically about

FORM+CODE because that’s our

primary domain in teaching and

practice. We wanted to provide a

framework for thinking about how

code is used to create form without

advancing a specific ideology. It was

important that the book raise more

questions than it answers and remain

accessible to people unsure about the

role of code in the arts.
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Bertram Niessen:Coding is now at the

core of several very diverse

disciplines, from architecture to

software arts. What do you think is

going to happen in the near future?

What will be the next development?

Will new disciplines be affected? And

how do you think that the increasing

use of code will build new bridges

among different fields? Which ones?

Casey Reas & Chandler

McWilliams:The history of code in

culture has followed a line of

increased access since the first digital

computers. Now, for the first time, we

have a large group of artists,

designers, and architects who code

extremely well, but who aren’t

programmers by profession. They are

first and foremost artists, designers,

and architects, but they use code as

an integral part of how they think and

make. (The same is true in the

sciences and academic humanities.)

We’re excited about the emergence of

a programming culture that’s unique

to the visuals arts.

The arts have borrowed too much of

the tools and culture from the

sciences, the birthplace of computers.

The arts rely too heavily on the

constrained software tools produced

by companies like Adobe. We hope to

see new ways of thinking about code

and new tools that map better to how

people in the visual arts think and

make. Perhaps the sciences and other

disciplines will be able to gain a new

understanding of software by looking

at how it is used in the arts; learn from

how artists articulate and approach

problems in different ways.

http://formandcode.com/
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The Lost Cemetery Of Images.a Conversation
With Carlos Casas

Pia Bolognesi

The use of archive material is a

tendency which has established itself

in the last few years as a common

practice in audiovisual

contaminations. It is an ongoing

search which paves the road to

countless approaches to the work, as

well as involving the individuality of

the artist in the reprocessing of traces

and memories in an imagination

which is set on the present. With

Cemetery (Archive Works),

inaugurated on 28 October and

ongoing until 14 January at the

Marsèlleria in Milan, Carlos Casas

steps onto this path at its edges,

balancing between visual

anthropology and rethinking images

as a form of trans-cultural memory.

The work of Casas – filmmaker, video

artist  and  sound  experimenter  –

ranges  from  documentaries  on  the

furthest  reaches  of  the  Earth  (Aral,
Fishing  in  an  Invisible  Sea;  Hunters
since the Beginning of Time; Solitude
at  the  End  of  the  World)  to  pure,

exploratory  research  of  sounds  and

images.  This  materializes  in  the

experience of the Fieldworks and of

the  Arch ive  Works  –  pro jects

developed at  the  same time as  the

making of the films, which Casas uses

to  probe  f ie ld  research  as  he

continues to mix different languages.

The  
Fieldworks

 come  into  being  in

2001,  during  a  journey  to  Tierra  del

Fuego for the preparation of 
Solitude

at the End of the World
, as a series of

free, anti-narrative notes in which the

artist  takes  the  time  to  plunge  his

gaze into the meaning of the place, of

the  landscape,  without  drawing  on

the  need  for  the  definition  of  a

complete  story.  Abstract  fragments

with an essential  grammar, in which

the  processed  ambient  sound  goes

over the hidden connection with the

image and defines  it  (each  acoustic

episode is made up of live recorded

short  and  medium  AM/FM  radio

waves)  .
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For the Archive Works, on the other

hand, the approach is shifted to the

opposite front; the discovery of the

geography occurs through preexisting

film material. Here, too, we have a

physical study of the places that

Casas has chosen to document

occurring through the examination of

the modes of analysis with which

these places have been represented,

used and diegetically manipulated

through classic and contemporary

films. The 
Archive Works

, created

between 2002 and 2010, are

dreamlike inspections, maps of shared

imagination, memories of the visions

which have shaped the author’s gaze,

preliminary sketchbooks to study

language and sound solutions for

films which are coming to life from

other films, where the visual material

is toned through an ongoing

iconographic re-absorption.

The  search  for  an  igniting  image,

where everything is  born and which

holds  within  the  tensions  and

archetypal expressions of the vastness

of  the  material  being  used,  is  a

constant  practice  in  the  Archive
Works.  It  fits  in  perfectly  with  the

mode  of  production  that  Casas

defines in a non dissimilar manner in

his  documentaries.  This  form  of

survival  and  trans-mnemonic

reorganization extensively concerns a

policy of authorial research, traceable

especially  where  it  is  made  least

evident:  All  my  films  are  an  image

hunt,  a  journey  to  envision  again,  a

path  to  enlightenment,  a  quest  for

t h a t  f i r s t  i m a g e  t h a t  i g n i t e s

imagination,  that  lives  inside  and

wants to reach out again throughout

the years – for all such images that are

part of ourselves and combine to form

our inner life.  [1]

With  Cemetery,  a  project  still  in

progress  presented at  Netmage last

January and now at Marsèlleria in its

most  recent,  previously  undisclosed

version  (which  includes  a  third  part

undergoing further development), we

follow  the  journey  to  an  elephant

cemetery  on  the  border  between

India  and  Nepal,  on  the  trace  of

Maharajah  Joodha  Shumshere.  The

installation complex is shaped like the

remote journal of a journey which is

being continually  defined,  conceived

as  a  monument  to  memory  and

structured  through  a  variety  of

materials which enter into a dialogue

with  the  architectural  dimension  of

the exhibition space, cheating it of its

limiting role and opening up a range
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of possibilities for enjoyment which is

free from environmental constraints.

There is a direct link between personal

writing and collective reading which,

as its reference point, calls forth the

perceptive and symptomal model of

iconographic survival. [2]

This implies analyzing the evolution of

t h e  f o r m s  a s  a  s e t  o f  t e n s i o n

processes,  features  of  evidence  and

features  of  the  unthought-of,  that

which remains and returns from the

iconographic  form  itself .  This

indication is not incidental; it defines

the  composition  of  the  images  of

Elephant Journey and Elephant Cave,

where  the  stratified  use  of  fades

traces  a  temporal  mark  constantly

working on the reconstruction of the

present.

Pia Bolognesi: Let’s start by talking

about the structure of Cemetery.

When visiting the exhibition at

Marsèlleria, you can’t help but get the

sense of a journey that the images

undertake with the variety of supports

and equipment you have used. How

did this need to go beyond the two

dimensions of a single projection

come into being?

Carlos Casas: Cemetery is the mise-

en-scène of a search, a chance to see

this “work in progress”. Actually, it is

no different than putting the

preparatory sketches for a painting on

show, but what I wanted to try was to

transform these Archive Works into

something autonomous, with their

own weight and independence from

the final work, the film.

As for the collocation, for the showing

of  an  archive  work  nothing  is  more

interesting  than  a  space  with  an

adjustable,  temporary  arrangement;

this  grants  the  spectator  a  kind  of

perceptive  flexibility  and  variable

attention. I  was especially interested

i n  t h e  i d e a  o f  h a v i n g  a  s p a c e

articulated  on  more  than  one  floor,

where I could work on different kinds

of attention and also through different

ways  of  looking  at  things,  through

different visions.

I  like  the  fact  that  there  are  four

modes  of  attentions  and  spacial

arrangements  in  the  exhibition  at

Marsèlleria,  each  one  with  its  own

distinguishing feature: it’s nice to be

able to think that Elephant Cave can

be experienced in an enclosed space

below ground level. I also believe it is

important to look at the photographic
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montages in a lighter context, like the

top floor where they are installed.

The sound work also refers to a space

w h i c h  i s  o c c u p i e d  o n l y  b y

photography; it was necessary to use

light boxes to present and crystallize

the Stupa [3]  as  the element  which

marks, also for me, a beginning and an

end to the search.

Elephant  Journey,  the  film  which  is

rear-projected on the central floor, is

a  kind  of  meditation  born  from the

need to experience a set of concepts

on time and Buddhism through film.

The scene that you see in the film is

used to exemplify and represent the

idea  of  temporal  variation  and

simultaneous  merging  of  t ime

physically, poetically and esthetically.

How all this can be defined within an

audiovisual space: this is what was of

greatest interest to me.

Pia Bolognesi:  A very strong feature

of the Archive Works is actually the

relationship between matter and

space. In Cemetery, the ongoing

transformation and relocation of

images and sounds in a new

architectural system is placed side by

side with a reflection on the

dimension of space belonging to the

image itself. What are the questions

you are trying to delve into, in the

relationship between space and

image?

Carlos Casas: The audiovisual

experience has not changed much in

little more than a century, ever since

image in movement exists. The

spacial value of the equipment has

always been a concern for me;

unfortunately I have not yet been able

to conduct a complete analysis of this.

However, I have to mention that my

work is becoming more and more site

specific, meaning that the films

change organically according to

where I present them. In my work,

there is an ongoing linguistic research

on this code that we have been using

for such a long time, on the actual

chances of re-elaborating it

organically, so no change is too

rootless.

In some respects, in films I look for

images that require a deeper kind of

attention, a different kind of gaze; I

am interested in ecstatic attention,

the voyage that each of us may take

within him- or herself when looking at

images. I am extremely fascinated by

the idea of windows, of openings to a
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dimension out of contingent space

which leads to the creation of a

mental state in the audiovisual

experience.

Pia Bolognesi: Moving on from the

archive as a spacial concept to the

representation of the images you

choose, I would like to linger over the

importance of the digital treatment of

film material. In Cemetery, the use of

stratified fades completely alters the

original iconographic meaning. How

do you go about processing the

supports and what is the preparatory

process for this specific type of

intervention?

Carlos Casas: That’s an interesting

question, given that the film material I

manipulate becomes almost

sculptural material, until it almost

becomes the search for that image

that the vision has suggested to me.

At the beginning, I needed the archive

material to bring a sensation to life: in

the first works I created, I reconverted

classic Russian films shot in Chukotka

(Siberia) into documentaries. By

altering the film editing, it seemed

that the images were different.

I structured them in a new way,

almost creating film collages, almost

following the Cornell model of re-

elaboration, except that I was using

the same soundtrack as the film, re-

assembled and re-edited. Gradually,

this work on archives became more

complex, especially when I began to

experiment with the structure and

with overlaps in order to understand

how the film’s inner structure

functioned.

I started doing what I call Folded

Films, meaning that I physically folded

the film in order to create a kind of

image origami which allowed me to

see the beginning and the end in one

and the same moment. These

experiments gave me ideas to

understand how to represent slightly

more complicated concepts. From

here also came the need to explore

how to materialize the trails and the

traces of the image, trying at the

same time to understand how to

express a concept as complicated as

death and also making the cognitive

possibilities visible – specifically,

seeing the elephants’ world.

All these experiments linked to vision

had to lead me to a linguistic solution

to represent the second part of the

film, the part in which the elephant is

dead, the part that I call black. It is the

central part of the film, one that I

imagine as a kind of fresco in which a

myriad of images will overlap.
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Pia Bolognesi: With the changes of

the Folded Films, the internal time in

Elephant Cave opens up and expands

into a locked loop, as if you were

applying a process which is typical of

sound to a visual structure. Is there a

specific element which led you to

search for this new temporality?

Carlos Casas: As I was working with

the archive material, I began to use

video editing tools to elaborate

sound; in effect the final result for the

image is derived from the sound

processing and vice versa… and it

became truly interesting, because I

tried to experiment with audiovisual

material as if it were one, inseparable.

I have to say that it’s the first time I

see a result which is this synesthetic.

The incredible thing about working

like this is that one can truly re-

elaborate time, setting a series of

moments in movement once again.

A procedure I use very often is looking

at films at greatly reduced speed. This

allows me to give a different meaning

to  temporality  and thus  also  to  the

image. Everything becomes new, a bit

like  Douglas  Gordon’s  work  for  24
Hour  Psycho,  where  Hitchcock’s

classic film is  deconstructed.  Here,  I

use  the  same  technique  to  try  and

capture the instant, the moment I can

describe as the magic inherent to the

frame – like in Elephant Cave, which is

a single instant of film, re-elaborated

and  re-edited  until  this  suspended

time is created.

As  far  as  E lephant  Journey  i s

concerned, the procedure was turned

to the expression of  the concept of

time in the Buddhist vision, the idea of

diffuse  and  simultaneous  time  in

which  present  and  future  link  and

become one and only. Together, they

multiply  and  expand  into  a  never-

ending return  which  is  at  the  same

time the present and the future.

Pia Bolognesi: Your film re-

elaborations are very different than

what we are used to seeing – I’m

referring to the installations based on

film material – because they take on

an added element which we could call

pictorial: it’s as if you were setting

about working on each frame with

India ink. In this respect, your films

seem to belong more specifically to

the tradition of experimental films

rather than video art.

Carlos Casas: Yes, you’re right, these

new experiments are tightly linked to

the underground scene, but I have to
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say that also experimental cinema, or

at least that part of it I can connect to,

has a relationship to an almost

mystical vision – we could call it a

Hindu-Buddhist influence.

The work of Brakhage, Belson etc has

always been an ecstatic vision; to me,

this film will be a meeting point

between these cinematic traditions

and the tradition of classic

documentaries, together with the

adventure films of the ’30s, ’40s, ’50s

and ’60s. There is also a further way of

reading the work, linked also to my

wanting to collaborate with Chris

Watson, an artist working at the fringe

of experimentation and classic field

recordings, for the soundtrack of the

central part of the film.

Pia Bolognesi:  There is a strong

debate going on about the “relativity”

of digital support, especially as far as

the feeling of uncertainty that the

artist has about it. It’s interesting to

put the idea of the image’s eternity, of

the temporality that you have

described for us as a never-ending

return in your Archive Works, in

relation to this question concerning

the medium.

Carlos Casas: It’s true. I’m terrified by

this concept of the fragility of digital

work, this quality of being eternally

frangible that the archive format has.

If I think about there having been

about ten different formats only in my

lifetime, that some of them have

disappeared without leaving a trace

and that others have lasted only a few

years, I can’t help but ask myself –

how should we archive these films?

Where and how is the best way to

allow them to travel through time?

It’s a bit like the figure of the Voyager

traveling through space in formats

that, by now, are almost obsolete for

us: formats we have used to

communicate with our neighbors in

the universe, to whom we have

reserved the task of being our

witnesses, that forty years later have

become obsolete… this is what truly

terrifies me.

Pia Bolognesi: Talking about the
Archive Works, the Fieldworks have

often been referred to as projects

which run parallel to the making of

your films. I find this simultaneous

practice very interesting, especially

because it expresses the need to

punctuate the expression of your

imagination, which appears to be set

in motion by an instinctive search,
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through different languages. What is

the focal point from which this need

for multivision expands?

Carlos Casas: It’s fascinating how the
Fieldworks were born from the need

that the film elaborations had to break

out and how, again, the Archive Works

themselves constitute an escape from

these elaborations. Actually, these

preparatory dimensions, these works,

are pure process and experiment.

They give me a freedom in my

practice which helps me give my

production rhythm.

I  like  the  idea  that  these  sketches,

these notes, these experiments have

lives  which  are  sometimes  more

stable  and  powerful  than  the  films.

This is a feature of the way things are

a t  t h e  p r e s e n t ,  o f  p e o p l e ,  o f

audiences;  it  gives  greater  value  to

that which is immediate, to the sketch

rather than the finished painting.

I believe this is also the result of my

wanting  to  put  everything  on  the

table, to open up the creation process

and actually let the audience into the

kitchen. I really enjoy this.

However, the 
Archive Works 

are also

strongly  linked to  the search of  the

imagination,  to  the  practice  of

searching that belongs to the object

I’m  chasing.  They  are  a  voyage  of

discovery  in  the  DNA  of  ideas,

concepts and revelations. 
Cemetery

 is

at  the  root  of  these  visions,  right

where  they  intertwine  and find  one

a n o t h e r .  W h e r e  t h e y  r e b u i l d

themselves.  Myths  are  sculptural

material, just like anything else. They

are rebuilt, re-elaborated, always and

again.

Pia Bolognesi:Cemetery is a travel

journal that leads to the creation of a

film. Do you think that a part of the

project will flow into your new

documentary or will it remain the

beginning of an independent study?

Carlos Casas: These intuitions are

already in the film, every

development, every intuition that I

have worked on, that I have enacted

through these works, has given me

inspiration, a vision for the film. I hope

– actually, I am sure – that the film will

be very strongly linked to these

intuitions. Right now I am still very

uncertain about the third part of the

film. I am just slowly beginning to see

it… but I know for sure that it will lead

me to a further phase of research, that

I hope to be able to develop early next
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year

Pia Bolognesi:  Your works are

structured like symbiotic organisms of

sound and image. Referring to the

audiovisual practice you experiment

with you have used the description

“Film and Mortar”. What does this

mean, exactly?

Carlos Casas: It was a way to explain

my idea of archive work; the film I use

is like sculptural material for me,

“brick and mortar”, construction

material. So that I may mold

something new.

Pia Bolognesi: For the sound structure

of Cemetery, you were inspired by the

research on the communication of

elephants conducted by Katharine

Boynton Payne, an instrumental figure

in the research on animal

bioacoustics. Did you use the

ultrasound traces as an element for

the project of 
Cemetery

‘s soundtrack

or is there actually some sound

sampling that the human ear cannot

pick up on?

Carlos Casas:  That’s right, this kind of

research began with Kathy Payne, the

first scientist to discover how

elephants communicate. The study of

ultrasounds and elephant

communication will take up a part of

the project that I still have to develop.

For this part of the research I am

working with Ariel Guzik, an artist who

has influenced me incredibly in the

last years. He is a true genius,

someone who on his own has

developed a way to communicate

with cetaceans. Guzik has created a

device which allows interaction with

dolphins and whales and produces

sounds to which they respond.

These tools are masterpieces for me; I

truly wouldn’t know how to label

them: art, science-fiction art, visionary

art… his work has really allowed me to

understand many things. I hope I will

be able to find the grants to

undertake a journey with him very

soon, to come up with a kind of

system that will capture infrasounds

and vibrations. I still have to figure out

how to go about reconstructing this

system spatially and tonally and in

what form I should set it out. The

research I will begin in January will

have its starting point right here… I’ll

keep you updated!

Pia Bolognesi: The relationship

between sound and visual surface is

an expressive constant present also in
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Von Archives, the label you

established with the artist Nico

Vascellari…

Carlos Casas: Von archives tries to

release visual and sound explorations;

we want to give a chance to further

research on image and on sound in

the merging of these two practices. In

this sense, Nico’s work as well as mine

is always pushed by the desire to

create this symbiosis. Even though

what we present is offered as a

collaboration, we are very interested

in artists working in this direction.

Pia Bolognesi: 2010 has been a year

full of commitments. You have taken

the first part of Cemetery to

Netmage, developed the

collaboration with Phill Niblock for

Avalanche (overture), presented at

Sonar in Barcelona and at the Palais

des Beaux Arts in Brussels; you have

inaugurated the exhibition area at the

Hangar Bicocca in Milan with a site

specific exhibition and a live media

event for the End trilogy, which has

also been shown for the first time at

the Cineteca Mexicana. What are you

working on at the moment and what

are your projects for the future?

Carlos Casas: Avalanche was

presented in a new and adapted

version at E/static, the gallery in Turin

which represents me. We are

presenting the film in two sessions, on

27 November and 4 December in this

installation area that’s out of the

traditional cinema circuit, during the

Torino Film Festival. It’s a way for me

to show the work in the context which

best sets it off, without links to

storytelling and with a structure

which is different from the films we

are used to seeing in cinemas… The

spectator is sitting in the gallery and

becomes an integral part of the space

and the projection. People will be able

to lie down, fall asleep; they will have

the chance to let themselves be truly

carried into the film through its

images. It’s an intensely physical

dimension and I want to underline it!

In early 2011 I will present Istanbul
Chorus, a film about Istanbul, at GAM

in Turin. I also have to bring the third

part of the research for Cemetery to

an end; then I will have to leave for

central Asia to participate in the film

my wife Saodat Ismailova will start

shooting in Uzbekistan as her first

work of fiction. In the second part of

2011 I will be in Pamir once more to

shoot the new part of Avalanche,
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again in the same village. And I will

finally visit Nepal for the first time to

look for the location.

http://www.carloscasas.net

http://www.vonarchives.com

http://www.marselleria.com

http://www.estatic.it

Note:

[1] - Carlos Casas, 

Prologue

, 

END

, in

corso di stampa.

[2] – Modello sintomale: simbolico, da

leggersi come fortemente

significativo. Georges Didi-Huberman,

L’immagine insepolta. Aby Warburg, la
memoria dei fantasmi e la storia
dell’arte

, Bollati Boringhieri, Torino,

2006; pp. 28-30.

[3] – Monumento spirituale buddhista

per la conservazione di reliquie.
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